Tribulation-Now
Radio Show Tonight 8PM ET
"Flight to Heaven and the Power of Words with Captain Dale Black"

Show Times: 8PM ET / 7PM CT / 6PM MT / 5PM PT
Show Link: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/tribulation-now/2016/05/16/flight-to-heaven-and-the-power-of-words-with-captain-dale-black

Flight to Heaven and the Power of Words with Captain Dale Black

Join Johnny Baptist while he discusses the empirical events across the world leading up to World War III, the trickery and deceit of the New World Order, and the bizarre weirdness of the fallen angelic UFO phenomenon as we plunge head first into the forthcoming apocalypse and the Seven Seals of Revelation (chapter 6). Join us tonight for the powerful testimony of Captain Dale Black. Captain Black died in a plane crash and was taken to Heaven by the Lord. What he was shown was so unspeakably beautiful that the only way he was to capture the experience in his book, “Flight to Heaven” was by the supernatural inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Captain Black will also share a powerful message about the power of our words while here on the earth; something everyone of us needs to hear as the time approaches. Praise His name!

God Bless You - See you there!

To sign up for radio show Email Notifications click HERE

http://www.bloggingradio.com/tribulation-now/2016/05/16/flight-to-heaven-and-the-power-of-words-with-captain-dale-black
Shofar
PRAYER

- PRAISE YOU HOLY FATHER GOD
- CLEAR THE AIR!!
- Send The Whirlwind Of Your Holy Spirit To Swirl Around The Fire Of Our Prayers To Break Through The Rock
  - ANOINT US WITH HOLY SPIRIT
  - SUPERNATURAL PEACE
  - PRACTICE RIGHTEOUSNESS
  - CREATE IN US A CLEAN HEART
  - EMPTY OUR CUPS
- MAKE READY FOR HARVEST
- SPIRIT OF BOLDNESS TO WITNESS
- OVERCOME SIN
- HEDGE OF PROTECTION,
  - ANGELS TAKE CHARGE
  - HELP US SEEK YOU MORE CLOSELY
  - PEACE DURING CALAMITIES
  - BRING FORTH THE LATTER RAIN
- PRAY FOR THE LOST
- YOUR WILL BE DONE
- ISRAEL
Daniel 9:19

19 O Lord, hear! O Lord, forgive! O Lord, listen and act! Do not delay (Daniel 9:19) (...) for your people, the Bride of your Son, our King, cry out to you this day. Let not our prayers be hindered (1 Peter 3:7)

John 15:16

16 You did not choose Me, but I chose you and appointed (ordained) you that you should go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should remain, that whatever you ask the Father in My name He may give you. NKJV

Jude 24-25

24 Now to Him who is able to keep you from stumbling,
And to present you faultless
Before the presence of His glory with exceeding joy,
25 To God our Savior,
Who alone is wise, Be glory and majesty,
Dominion and power,
Both now and forever.
Amen
Maintaining the Divine Life

Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life.
—John 6:68

Scripture reading: John 6:63-69, 14:1-28

God will give divine life only to those who seek eternal life. Do not get away from this. For every person who has eternal life, it is the purpose of the Father, it is the loyalty of God’s Son, it is the assembly of the firstborn (Heb. 12:23), it is the newly begotten of God, it is the new creation, it is a race designed for heaven that is going to equip you and get you through everything. As surely as you are seeking now, you are in the glory. There is a bridge of eternal security for you if you dare to believe in the Word of God. There is not a drop between you and the glory. It is divine, it is eternal, it is holy, it is the life of God; He gives it, and no man can take from you the life that God gives to you.

I hope no one will say, “Wigglesworth is preaching eternal security.” I am not. I have a thousand times better things in my mind than that. My preaching is this: I know I have what will not be taken away from me. (See Luke 10:42.)

I am dwelling upon the sovereignty, the mercy, and the boundless love of God. I am dwelling upon the wonderful power of God’s order. The heavens, the earth, and everything under the earth are submissive to the Most High God. Demon power has to give place to the royal kingship of God’s eternal throne. “Every knee shall bow” (Isa. 45:23), every devil will be submitted, and God will bring us someday right into the fullness of the blaze of eternal bliss. And the brightness of His presence will cast every unclean spirit and every power of devils into the pit forever and ever and ever. Oh, Jesus!

But if you choose to leave the Master, where will you go? Where can we go? If we need a touch in our bodies, where can we go? If we want life, where can we go? Is there anywhere? This world is a big world, but tell me if you can find life outside of Christ or anywhere but in Christ.

Could you find life if you soared the heights of the Alps of Switzerland and looked over those glassy mountains where the sun is shining? As I looked over one of these mountains one morning, I saw eleven glaciers and three lakes, like diamonds before me in the glittering sun. I wept and I wept, but I did not receive consolation. Then I dropped on my knees and locked to God—then I found consolation.

Where will we go? All the grandeur and the glories of earth are to be seen, but they do not satisfy me. They all belong to time; they will all fold up like a garment that is laid aside; they will all melt with fervent heat (2 Pet. 3:10).

Where will we go? “You have the words of eternal life.” Jesus, You fed us with bread from heaven. Jesus, give us Your life. Oh, breathe it into us! Then we will eat and drink and breathe and think in God’s Son until our own natures are consumed with divine life, until we are perpetually in the sweetness of His divine will and in the glory. In fact, we are already in it! Praise Him! You can always be holy, you can always be pure. It is the mind of the Spirit that is making you know holiness, righteousness, and rapture.

Thought for today: If our fellowship here is so sweet, if theouches of eternal glory inspire us, how wonderful heaven will be!
TURN YOUR EYES UPON JESUS
(short harmonic)
Zz – Just As I Am (Eden’s Bridge)
Zz – Oceans (Hillsong United)
Intermission – How Great Thou Art
Intermission – Exalted
Intermission – Praise Adonai
Intermission – Worship the Great I Am (Kare Jobi)
Intermission – Victor’s Crown – Darlene Zschech
Intermission – Worthy is the Lamb
Intermission – Let the Redeemed of the Lord say So
Intermission I need thee oh I need thee
Intermission – Crown Him Majesty
Intermission – Blessed (Hillsong)
Intermission – I Am a Friend of God (Israel Houghton)
**Intermission** – You Are Good (Israel Houghton)
Ed Dames - Solar "Killshot" coming in 2016 (C2C AM - 21st March, 2016)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0PdaSCrgaq

Ed Dames – Martial Law will Stop the 2016 Election (14:05-17)
TSA

PASSENGERS ENCOUNTER LONG SECURITY LINES AT MIDWAY

There were long lines of frustrated passengers Thursday night at Midway Airport. (WLS)

By Stacey Baca

Thursday, May 12, 2016 10:10PM

CHICAGO (WLS) -- There were long lines of frustrated passengers Thursday night at Midway Airport.
ABC News - Passengers Encounter Long Security Lines at Midway Airport
Perilous Times Ahead and Supernatural Translation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSxbWtXeKIE

Behold I Come (Sue) – Perilous Times to Come and Supernatural Translation

By Heather Clark on May 8, 2016 - 2 Comments

A U.S. missionary who was sentenced to fifteen years of hard labor in North Korea, and served in a labor camp for two years before ultimately being freed, is speaking out about his experience and how his missionary work was deemed a “threat” to the atheist government.

CBS News - North Korea Considered Prayer a ‘Weapon,’ Says U.S. Missionary
CATHARS – aka “The Good Christians”

General beliefs
Cathars, in general, formed an anti-sacerdotal party in opposition to the Catholic Church, protesting against what they perceived to be the moral, spiritual and political corruption of the Church. They claimed an Apostolic succession from the founders of Christianity, and saw Rome as having betrayed and corrupted the original purity of the message, particularly since Pope Sylvester I accepted the Donation of Constantine (which at the time was believed to be genuine).

Human condition
The Cathars believed there existed within mankind a spark of divine light. This light, or spirit, had fallen into captivity within a realm of corruption identified with the physical body and world. This was a distinct feature of classical Gnosticism, of Manichaeanism and of the theology of the Bogomils. This concept of the human condition within Catharism was most probably due to direct and indirect historical influences from these older Gnostic movements. According to the Cathars, the world had been created by a lesser deity, much like the figure known in classical Gnostic myth as the Demiurge. This creative force was identified with Satan. Most forms of classical Gnosticism had not made this explicit link between the Demiurge and Satan. Spirit, the vital essence of humanity, was thus trapped in a polluted world created by a usurper god and ruled by his corrupt minions.

MORE - GET THIS!!
An individual entered into the community of Perfecti through a ritual known as the consolamentum, a rite that was both sacramental and sacerdotal in nature: sacramental in that it granted redemption and liberation from this world; sacerdotal in that those who had received this rite functioned in some ways as the Cathar clergy—though the idea of priesthood was explicitly rejected. The consolamentum was the baptism of the Holy Spirit, baptismal regeneration, absolution, and ordination all in one. The ritual consisted of the laying on of hands (and the transfer of the spirit) in a manner believed to have been passed down in unbroken succession from Jesus Christ. Upon reception of the consolamentum, the new Perfectus surrendered his or her worldly goods to the community, vested himself in a simple black or blue robe with cord belt, and sought to undertake a life dedicated to following the example of Christ and his Apostles — an often peripatetic life devoted to purity, prayer, preaching and charitable work. Above all, the Perfecti were dedicated to enabling others to find the road that led from the dark land ruled by the dark lord, to the realm of light which they believed to be humankind’s first source and ultimate end.
THEY WILL CALL ON ME, BUT I WILL NOT ANSWER:

Prov 1:23-33
Turn at my rebuke;
Surely I will pour out my spirit on you;
I will make my words known to you.
24 Because I have called and you refused,
I have stretched out my hand and no one regarded,
25 Because you disdained all my counsel,
And would have none of my rebuke,
26 I also will laugh at your calamity;
I will mock when your terror comes,
27 When your terror comes like a storm,
And your destruction comes like a whirlwind,
When distress and anguish come upon you.

28 "Then they will call on me, but I will not answer;
They will seek me diligently, but they will not find me.
29 Because they hated knowledge
And did not choose the fear of the Lord,
30 They would have none of my counsel
And despised my every rebuke."
31 Therefore they shall eat the fruit of their own way,
And be filled to the full with their own fancies.
32 For the turning away of the simple will slay them,
And the complacency of fools will destroy them;
33 But whoever listens to me will dwell safely,
And will be secure, without fear of evil."
NKJV
WOE TO THOSE WHO PLAY NOW AND TRY TO REPENT LATER

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2014/03/no-time-to-know-me.html
YOUR DNA MUST BE BORN AGAIN

DNA Structure ~ A Word from I AM to His True Set-Apart Bride in these End Times

July 9, 2013 at 6:23am

... given through His beloved daughter, Sarah (16 years old) on 5th July 2013 ... Please NOTE that this Word from the mouth of Yahushua haMashiach is not specific to South Africa only, but is for His Set-apart Bride collectively.

Yeshua stood next to me dressed in white light, He stretched out His pierced hand and said: “Come with Me My Sarah Princess, My Deborah warrior”... It was as if we were eagles, flying over South Africa. He showed me different things in the country. I saw fires in many places, Yeshua smiled and said: “It’s My fire, My Spirit is fanning the flame in the hearts of those who choose to walk the road less traveled, in those who chose to let go of the passions of the flesh, I am busy in this country you
call home, My love. There are many things to come as you know...

I see a big statue of Nelson Mandela with a rainbow around it, Yeshua looked at it and turned His face... “Sarah look at the way people make an idol out of man – REPENT THEREOF. Then He said: “The nation’s pride will come to a fall.” I saw the statue slowly diminishing on the inside until there was nothing left on the inside of the statue, but it was still standing. I saw people crying, lots of people stood in groups and cried.

“Tell those who so humbly and faithfully stand in the gap for this nation, pray and plead for this nation that they will soon start to see the fruit of their supplication.” While He said that I saw many people praying and repenting for the things in this country.
“My love, remember I said in My Book, I put before you light and darkness, blessing and curse, and you have the choice, which one do you choose? You are between 2 Kingdoms My love, at the same time I am busy, the wicked one is also busy... I AM shining My glorious light through the words of My prophets and messengers and those who give ear will receive blessing, the blessing of knowing the truth and having it make you free.

I want to speak to you about what I am busy with so that My people can catch up with My heartbeat, so that they can dance in the rhythm of My ways, My truths, My desires...

I am busy gathering My bride into the ark where she will be safe. It is only those who have cleansed their DNA, those who have pure blood that can enter. Sarah, tell My people to give attention to what I will tell you now, it is very important, it is a
matter of purity and harlotry, salvation and deception, luke-warmness and fire... Give ear!”

The next moment it was as if I was inside of a body and I see conception taking place, the sperm cell and the egg cell colliding, merging and ‘becoming’ a baby. I see the seed in very much detail; there were these little things like white vessels that looked like trees inside the seed and at the same time, while I was looking at that, I also saw that the seed is like a book and there are many, many words inside that very tiny seed.

Yeshua started to speak to me about the DNA once again... “My love, do you see, look at it, it’s beautiful... out of these little tiny seeds a human grows, inside of these little seeds I put everything for a baby to grow, it is perfect (it was very, very special to see Yeshua so excited about how perfect and amazing and AWESOME He made the human body, soul and spirit). Look inside the seed, do you see the written things? It is a code, it’s a DNA code,
it’s far above what any human can understand. That code, My love, determines who that baby will be, that code will form its character, personality, likes and dislikes. It forms the body and it forms the soul, but not the spirit. The spirit is born of Spirit, My Spirit. In your spirit you inherit My DNA when you are saved, but this DNA, this seed and inheritance, is not saved yet. Sarah, inside of that seed is blessing and curse, sin and righteousness as an inheritance from your fathers.

This DNA is very, very important. Inside of the DNA code, there are supposed to be key essentials so that your body and soul can function the way I purposed them to. These seeds in the DNA are love proteins, and when you are born, the seed will sprout if it is exposed to the right elements. The mother and father are to nurture, comfort, affirm, accept and love this gift from Me and the result will be gender identity and spiritual identity, a healthy and whole soul and body. But now the babies are being
exposed to trauma – even at birth – with the way this precious child comes into this world. The children are vulnerable to whatever the parents expose them to, even in the womb, and it has a great effect on them. It is the parents work to build the child’s identity through teaching them to find their identity in Me, but they are exposed to the trauma of rejection...

This DNA speaks all the time. It speaks of every word written inside of it. You can hear it and I can hear it too, you hear it in your mind every day. Sarah, your inherited DNA affects your soul and body in a great great way. Let Me explain to you how it affects you in a physical and mental way.

Your soul area is your mind, will, emotions, desires. The seed in your DNA grows like trees throughout your soul. For example, if you inherited a seed of rejection, that seed will carry the hurts and pain of the generations before you. That seed is in you and
when you experience any kind of trauma, trauma at birth, as a child, or any kind of trauma, the seed sprouts and a stronghold forms inside your soul. A stronghold forms to suppress the pain. The stronghold is always rooted in pride, and fear keeps it in place. These trees are rebellion against Me. This tree bears ungodly fruit in your soul like perfectionism, judgment, fear, pride......

Because I love you so dearly and because you struggled so much as a little girl to understand why ‘this Father of love’ would create imperfect, disabled little babies I will show you why this happens.

This seed of rejection, for example, can affect your body in many ways, sometimes the sickness manifests in a later stage because of trauma, and other times, because of open doors in the mother and father. Because of generational curses, spirits latch on to the DNA and the baby can be born with a defect, a disease or disabled. It is part of the curse
that came upon man at the fall. Sarah, there are many things I want to teach you about the DNA. My people have a lack of knowledge!

I also want to teach you about the DNA structure: It is an order. There are 2 orders – the one comes out of hell and the other out of Who I AM! Out of hell comes the order of Baal and man plays harlot with it, and I will call My order the order of I AM! This is the structure in your DNA.

Inside the order of Baal is the structure, the nature and the seed of lucifer. Curse is a result of it, most sicknesses are a result of it, spiritual death is a result of it, poverty is a result of it and destruction is a result of it. I have spoken to you a lot about the pure bride and about what it means to be the pure bride. The pure bride has My DNA, she has My structure, My order, My nature and My seed in her. Blessing is a result of it, life is a result of it,
prosperity is a result of it, holiness and righteousness are a result of it.

My bride has I AM flowing through her veins while the harlot bride – that has not cleansed her DNA – has hell operating through her ... mixed seed. My people are playing harlot because they have the order and the structure of Baal in them – that is why they are double minded, that is why they are still sick. Even though by My stripes you were healed, they have remained still sinful, unholy and unrighteous, but they call themselves Christians. I tell you the word Christian is reserved for those who are lukewarm. You are either My bride, holy, pure and righteous, building your spirit house upon the Rock of Ages, living in My Kingdom, or you are a ‘Christian’, lukewarm, so-called saved but deceived, so-called good but led astray without even knowing it. This ‘Christian’ is part of the harlot, she is in fact worse than the sinner because she is the
same as the sinner in heart, but she thinks she is good.

My people, if you want to go into the ark like Noah, you have to cleanse your DNA through applying My blood through repentance, through petitioning in My heavenly courtroom. Remember, your spirit can be holy and righteous and you can think you are on the right road because of it. But if you do not take the next step through cleansing your DNA and working on your soul dimension, you are divided within yourself – in your spirit, on fire, and in your soul, cold, and therefore you are mixed, mixed and lukewarm. My bride is not mixed, she is single minded and in unity with Me, one in soul and spirit.

I want My people to break down the altar, the order and the structure of Baal in your blood (DNA) that your forefathers have cast up. Like Gideon had to break down the altar of Baal.
Judges 6:25-26 Tear down the altar of Baal that your father has, and cut down the wooden image that is beside it; and build an altar, to the LORD your God on top of this rock laid in proper order [proper arrangement].

I was petitioning and repenting for my DNA and while I did that I saw a vision of inside of my body, I saw the many blood vessels, and Yeshua took me inside of my blood where He showed me how my DNA looks in the spirit. I saw the structure of the DNA and I saw 2 doors inside of my DNA (blood). There was a black door and a golden door. The golden door was closed and the black door was open. Out of the black door the DNA structure flowed, on the black door was written- ‘Order of Baal/Curse’ and on the golden door was written ‘I AM (which is filled with the FULLNESS of ABBA’s character, attributes, nature, in the name of I AM is the fullness of who He is)’/Blessing.
There were things written on the black structure that flowed out of the black door. I recognized it as pride and rebellion against I AM (everything YHVH stands for), the nature of hasatan. So I started to pray for I AM’s light to shine in my DNA and I just started to repent of generational sin as Ruach haKodesh revealed it to me. He went really deep and I carried on for hours. While I was busy repenting I saw the structure going back into the black door, like it was being reversed. I literally saw Yeshua inside of my blood, He closed the black door (shattered the order of Baal and curses) and the door and the structure disappeared. It is as if the black door was a gateway of hell.

Yeshua said: “Each and every human has these 2 doors in their blood; hell operates through the black door through pride, rebellion and curses – it is his nature flowing out of it; while I AM and blessing flows through the way, the truth and the life. My people, you are in a DNA war, awaken and see that
the battle you are in is a blood battle, the enemy is out to defile your blood. Break down the order of Baal inside of you through repentance and petitioning. Your DNA is who you are, it is the core of you, I want who you are to be a vein, a vessel for I AM, for who I AM to flow through you and be an altar of worship, singing holy (set-apart), holy (set-apart), holy (set-apart), holy (set-apart) ...!”

While He said that, the golden door flung open and a white structure flowed out, with golden and silver writings on it. I AM’s character and nature was inside of it – humility, holiness(set-apartness), love, gentleness, etc. “Sarah My love, this is the message for this hour, teach My people how to sanctify their DNA because this is what My bride looks like. I see what flows out of that door is His seed [love and righteousness]. If it is the black door, it is hasatan’s seed [pride and rebellion]. Father’s seed births purity and holiness (set-apartness) and results in a set-apart virgin bride, where satan’s seed births
pride, harlotry, idolatry – it is mixed seed – and this makes you a harlot bride that can give birth to Nephilim babies.

Yeshua showed me that the written things on our DNA become what our mind meditates upon. Your mind literally records whatever is inside the DNA. For example, when there is generational racism seed in your DNA, you have a judgmental, prideful, racist stronghold in your mind (of course you don’t acknowledge it as that) because you inherit the seed from your fathers, it hides in you and when trauma occurs it explodes like a bomb in your soul.

It is the same with homosexuality; if there is a seed of rejection, to which a spirit latches that attacks and breaks down your identity physically, because there is no love inside of that seed, it can very easily manifest in one becoming homosexual. The homosexual spirit is the stronghold that the structure of your soul puts up to defend itself, but it
comes out of a seed of rejection out of the pits of hell.

We are in a spiritual battle that manifests in the natural and the war is already won, if we would just start to apply the Blood of the Lamb, we would start to taste victory and freedom. Our weapon is the BLOOD OF THE LAMB (which carries Yeshua’s DNA) because it is the fullness of I AM’s LOVE, poured out for our salvation, redemption, deliverance, healing, freedom...

REPENT, so that you can be called righteous like Noah was righteous in all his generations!
Donny and Marie - I'm a Little Bit Country
OBAMA CURRENT TIMELINE PROPHECIES

- C. Alan Martin 1971 Vision of the 12 Houses
- Jack Damal 1980 – African American President Turns Dictator
- Dorothy Seitzinger – 1972 – The Antichrist is a Mulatto Man
- Natan and Rabbi Rami Levy – Obama Starts the Gog Magon War
- Dr. Patricia Green – Obama President When Tsunami Hits (Five Passovers from 2014)
- TD Hale – Obama, Oval Office, Fire rain, EQ, Tsunami
- Glenda Jackson – Obama Cancels 2016 Election Institutes Martial Law
- George Pennicuf – Obama Persecutes Christians, He is the Antichrist
- Prophecy Jay Hudson – Obama will be the Last President
• Mena Lee Grebin – Obama will be the Last President
• Ken Peters – (Nov 2015) – Three More Years
• The Baba Vanga of Ottoman Empire – 44<sup>th</sup> President, African American, Last President
• Rev Traci Shellman – 2005 Obama Last President Prophecy
• John Shorey – 2010 – Obama Lead World to Great Tribulation, 2012 Last President
• Melissa Peggs – Dream of Election with only 2 choices, Obama or Obama
• Brian Carns – I see a curve ball thrown at the election, pandemonium, possibly an assassination or even a war.
• J.R. Nyquist – Dream of Pictures of the Last Presidents; Ronald Regan / HW Busch / GW Bush / was told after that the Republic will be gone.
• Kathi Mineer – Prophetic Dream when she saw Obama was running for President she knew he was the Antichrist
# 100 Year Old Predictions of 2016

**Protestant Reformers and the Years 2012–2016**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name / Position</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Edwards, Preacher</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>Sermon</td>
<td>1260 days in Revelation point to the year 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. William J. Reed</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Lectures on Revelation</td>
<td>Rise of Antichrist and False Prophet 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses Lowman</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>Notes on the Revelation of St. John by Lowman</td>
<td>1900 – 2016 will mark the time of “plagues”. He states “2016 is the end of it all, in which the anti-Christian power is destroyed, and the pure Christian church is ushered in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Nisbet</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>The Abridgement of Ecclesiastical History</td>
<td>An end of the world scenario would occur in 2016 in which the Vatican would be destroyed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Philip Doddridge, DD</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>A Course of Lectures, on Pneumatology, Ethics and Divinity</td>
<td>Newton was pointing to 2016 as a year of prophetic fulfillment; An Antichrist system would be fully ushered in by 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. William Mackray</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>Character and Prospects on the Church of Rome in Two Discourses</td>
<td>The great whore of Babylon would incur the wrath of God in 2016; and a great jubilee would happen to the church, where a group of believers would be protected by God for 1,000 years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Evarts (Editor)</td>
<td>1809</td>
<td>The Panoplist and Missionary Magazine</td>
<td>Points to a 6,000 year calendar creation, followed by a 1,000 year millennial reign,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph F. Berg</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Lectures on Romanism</td>
<td>The millennial kingdom would begin in 2016, and the papacy would end;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. C. Van Rensselaer, D.D.</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>The Presbyterian Magazine 1858</td>
<td>2016 the beginning year of a new epic; this epic is the millennial kingdom, that 2016 was the latest date this epic could commence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Clarke</td>
<td>1760-1762</td>
<td>Adam Clarke Biblical Commentary</td>
<td>Predicted if you used the Hebrew Calendar you could estimate 2015 as the beginning of Roman Catholicism’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author/Mentioned in</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Prediction/Foresee</td>
<td>Additional Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Clayton, Scholar 18t Century</td>
<td>1850s</td>
<td>A Dissertation on Prophecy, with an explanation of the Revelations of St. John</td>
<td>Beginning of 2015, end of the Jewish Diaspora, end of papacy, coming of the Messiah, and restoration of the Jews.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Brown</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>A Dictionary of the Holy Bible</td>
<td>In 2016 all Jews will undergo a mass conversion accepting Jesus as their Lord and savior; and a force including Turkey and its allies will come against Israel in 2016 but this force will be completely destroyed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentioned in Zenith 2016</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>The American Biblical Repository</td>
<td>the years 2012 and 2016 specifically were foreseen as when the False Prophet and the Antichrist would appear,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Theological Dictionary of Princeton University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>The International Sunday School Lessons Pub</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>The Christian Spectator, “The Monthly”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>The Congressional Magazine for the Year 1834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seals Events Timeline

Please Note: This list was compiled from a large number of A-list prophecies, dreams and visions over years of time. See the confirmation from the YouTube video of Sister Claire below it that just came out April of 2016

- Libya Nukes Israel (Psalms 83)
- Other Nukes (Missiles and Ground) (FOURTH SEAL; ‘on down’)
- Israel -> Iran?
- North Korea -> USA
- Russia -> USA Cities Nuked from Ground
- Financial Collapse (THIRD SEAL)
- Chemical, Biological Attacks
- Disease, Riots, Chaos, Mayhem, Starvation
- EMP Attack (USA and Israel)
- Obama (attempts to) ratifies Israel Peace Deal Jerusalem Split
- (Possible) First Watch Rapture/Evacuation (See Luke 12:37-39; see TD Hale Nov 24, 2012 Dream – Streaks of Light)
• Rodriguez Puerto Rico Meteor Slams Atlantic (SIXTH SEAL)
• US Splits in Half (New Madrid)
• East Coast Tsunami
• California Megaquake (splits into ocean)
• Horrible Winter & Three Days Darkness
• Aliens Arrive (huge round mothership in the sky, seen worldwide)
• Harvest, Glory Light
• Final Nuclear Destruction (Babylon the Great)

**FIRST TRUMPET – EARTH BURNS**

- The Rest of “The Great Tribulation” (God’s wrath)
PLAY - Word of Promise - John 1.1-5 - In the Beginning was the Word

PLAY - Word of Promise - Isaiah 55:8 - My Ways are Not Your Ways
"A Prayer for Spiritual Revival":

Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly, To venture on wider seas Where storms will show your mastery; Where losing sight of land, We shall find the stars. We ask You to push back The horizons of our hopes; And to push into the future In strength, courage, hope, and love. Because we have dreamed too little, When we arrived safely Because we sailed too close to the shore. Disturb us, Lord, when With the abundance of things we possess We have lost our thirst For the waters of life; Having fallen in love with life, We have ceased to dream of eternity And in our efforts to build a new earth, We have allowed our vision Of the new Heaven to dim. Amen.

Sir Francis Drake
(1540 - 1596)
Mark 11:23

23 For verily I say unto you, That whosoever shall say unto this mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea; and shall not doubt in his heart, but shall believe that those things which he saith shall come to pass; **he shall have whatsoever he saith.**

KJV

Matthew 10:32
Confess Christ Before Men
'If sinners be damned, at least let them leap to Hell over our dead bodies. And if they perish, let them perish with our arms wrapped about their knees, imploring them to stay. If Hell must be filled, let it be filled in the teeth of our exertions, and let not one go unwarned and unprayed for."

...Charles Spurgeon
Deut 18:21-22
21 And if you say in your heart, 'How shall we know the word which the Lord has not spoken?' — 22 when a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, if the thing does not happen or come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord has not spoken; the prophet has spoken it presumptuously; you shall not be afraid of him.

NKJV
Sound Effect – Homer Screaming
Intermission – YOU ARE GOOD (Israel Houghton)
ARE WE THERE YET?

Getting Prepared for the Rapture

PLAY – The Rapture – (Are We There Yet) Final
"A Prayer for Spiritual Revival":

Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly, To venture on wider seas Where storms will show your mastery; Where losing sight of land, We shall find the stars. We ask You to push back The horizons of our hopes; And to push into the future In strength, courage, hope, and love. Because we have dreamed too little, When we arrived safely Because we sailed too close to the shore. Disturb us, Lord, when With the abundance of things we possess We have lost our thirst For the waters of life; Having fallen in love with life, We have ceased to dream of eternity And in our efforts to build a new earth, We have allowed our vision Of the new Heaven to dim. Amen.

Sir Francis Drake
(1540 - 1596)
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1 Peter 2:9-10

9 But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own special people, that you may proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous light; 10 who once were not a people but are now the people of God, who had not obtained mercy but now have obtained mercy.

NKJV

Col 3:12-17

12 Therefore, as the elect of God, holy and beloved, put on tender mercies, kindness, humility, meekness, longsuffering; 13 bearing with one another, and forgiving one another, if anyone has a complaint against another; even as Christ forgave you, so you also must do. 14 But above all these things put on love, which is the bond of perfection. 15 And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to which also you were called in one body; and be thankful. 16 Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom, teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord.

NKJV

1 Peter 1:17

17 And if you call on the Father, who without partiality judges
according to each one’s *work*, conduct yourselves throughout the time of your stay here in fear;

1 Cor 5:11

11 But now I write to you not to associate with anyone who bears the name of [Christian] brother if he is known to be guilty of immorality or greed, or is an idolater [whose soul is devoted to any object that usurps the place of God], or is a person with a foul tongue [railing, abusing, reviling, slandering], or is a drunkard or a swindler or a robber. [No] you must not so much as eat with such a person.

AMP
TRUMPET FANFARE
MAIL BAG
Holy Desperation – Wilkerson
– I Don’t Care if You Like Me but I’m Going to Get Your Cancer Out
What the difference between an Onion and an Accordion?
No one cries when you chop up an Accordion!
What did one eye say to the other eye?
Between you and me, something smells!

**Sound Effect** – Kids Booing
**Sound Effect** – Kids Cheering
Sound Effect – Helicopter
Johnny Baptist – Helicopter,
You are on the Red List, Come Out Now
Humility in Daily Life

If someone says, ‘I love God,’ but hates a Christian brother or sister, that person is a liar; for if we don’t love people we can see, how can we love God, whom we have not seen? (1 John 4:20) Here’s a sobering thought: God measures our love for Him by the love we show our brothers and sisters in every day fellowship with them. It is a serious thing to realize that our love for God just isn’t genuine if it fails the test of daily life with our fellow human beings. The same thing is true with humility. It is easy to think we humble ourselves before God. But humility before people is the only real proof that our humility before God is more than just a figment of our imagination. It is the only true evidence that humility has made a home in our hearts and become our nature. How can we know that we, like Christ, have made ourselves of no reputation? By the reality check of daily life. When in God’s presence humility has become more than just a feeling we have when we think about Him or pray, but instead the very Spirit of our lives, it will show itself in the way we treat our brothers and sisters.
HUMILITY

“Humility is perfect quietness of heart. It is to expect nothing, to wonder at nothing that is done to me, to feel nothing done against me. It is to be at rest when nobody praises me, and when I am blamed or despised. It is to have a blessed home in the Lord, where I can go in and shut the door, and kneel to my Father in secret, and am at peace as in a deep sea of calmness, when all around and above is trouble.”
— Andrew Murray
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It was during that last visit to California that one of the incidents happened that started me on the road to accepting Christ, started me questioning Satan’s claim to being more powerful than God. The high priest gathered a number of us together and told us that there was a family nearby who had been interfering with Satan. They had been converting a number of the cult members to the enemy, Jesus Christ, and were making a nuisance of themselves. Satan had given the order for them all to be killed. The high priest told us that we were all to go together in our spirit bodies (astral project), and kill them. So, we sat down in a circle with our candles in front of us and consciously left our bodies going in our spirits to the house to destroy these people. I was not at all enthusiastic about the project, but had no choice. If I had disobeyed I would have been killed.

Much to our surprise, as we arrived at the edge of this family’s property, we could go no further. The whole area was surrounded by huge angels. The angels stood side by side holding hands. They were dressed in long white robes and stood so close together that their shoulders touched. They had no armor or weapons. Nobody could get through them, no matter how we tried. Any kind of weapon used merely bounced off of them doing them no harm. They laughed at us at first, daring us to come ahead and try to get through them. The other cult members got more and more furious with each passing moment. Suddenly their countenances changed and the fierce look from their eyes made all of us fall backwards onto the ground. A very humbling experience, I might add!

I will never forget — as I sat on the ground looking up at them, one of the angels looked directly into my eyes and said to me in the most loving voice I had ever heard, “Won’t you please accept Jesus as your Lord? If you pursue the course you are taking you
will be destroyed. Satan really hates you, but Jesus loves you so much that He died for you. Please consider turning your life over to Jesus.” That was the end of the battle for me. I refused to try any longer to get through. I was very shaken. The others tried for awhile longer, but none succeeded. I doubt the family ever knew of the battle going on outside their house. They were completely protected! We called this particular type of special angels “link angels.” Absolutely nothing can get through them. I was secretly thankful that we did not get through and the link angels had given me much to think about.
The Pilgrim Church:  
- A Second Century Letter to Diognetus

He writes “Christians are distinguished from other men neither by country, nor language”, living in such places “as the lot of each of them has determined, and following the customs of the natives in respect to clothing, food, and the rest of their ordinary conduct, they display to us their wonderful and confessedly striking method of life. They dwell in their own countries, but simply as sojourners. As citizens, they share in all things with others, and yet endure all things as if foreigners. Every foreign land is to them as their native country, and every land of their birth as a land of strangers…. They pass their days on earth, but they are citizens of heaven. They obey the prescribed laws, and at the same time surpass the laws by their lives… they are reviled and bless”. Then, speaking of God, he says, He, “who is almighty, the Creator of all things,… has sent from heaven, and placed among men, Him who is the truth, and the holy and incomprehensible Word, and has firmly established Him in their hearts.

- The Pilgrim Church
The chief danger that confronts the coming century will be religion without the Holy Ghost, Christianity without Christ, forgiveness without repentance, salvation without regeneration, politics without God, heaven without hell.
"A Man Can no More Diminish God's Glory":

A man can no more diminish God's glory by refusing to worship Him than a lunatic can put out the sun by scribbling the word, 'darkness' on the walls of his cell.

Thought to be by C. S. Lewis

Isaiah 43:2
When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; And through the rivers, they shall not overflow you. When you walk through the fire, you shall not be burned, Nor shall the flame scorch you.
WE MUST NOT MISS THE MESSAGE
by David Wilkerson | July 9, 2015
[May 19, 1931 – April 27, 2011]

Ministers and theologians everywhere are saying, “God has nothing to do with disasters. He wouldn’t allow awful things to happen.” Yet, nothing could be further from the truth. This kind of thinking is causing our nation to rapidly miss the message God wants to speak to us through tragedy.

The fact is, we have to have a word from God. Like many pastors, I’ve wept and grieved over awful calamities. I’ve sought the Lord in prayer and through His Word. And I want to tell you, I’ve experienced a grief that’s even deeper than the mourning for innocent people dying. It’s a grief that says if we miss God’s message, if we turn a deaf ear to what He is loudly proclaiming, then much worse is in store for us.

The prophet Isaiah speaks directly to what we’ve experienced. If you object to using the Old Testament for examples, consider Paul’s words on the subject: “All these things happened unto them for ensamples: and they are written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are come” (1 Corinthians 10:11). Paul makes it clear that the examples of the Old Testament reveal just how God moves in times like ours.

At the time that Isaiah prophesied, God had been dealing patiently with Israel for about 250 years. The Lord had sent “light afflictions” upon His people, calling them to repentance. He was trying to woo them out of their brazen idolatry and back into His blessing and favor.

All the prophets throughout the years had spoken to Israel the same essential word: “Humble yourselves.” Scripture says, “They served idols . . . yet the Lord testified against Israel, and against Judah, by all the prophets, and by all the seers, saying, Turn ye from your evil ways, and keep my commandments and my statutes” (2 Kings 17:12-13).

But God’s chosen nation rejected His call to repentance. “They would not hear, but hardened their necks” (17:14). These people mocked the prophets who called them to humility. And, instead, they “followed vanity, and became vain . . . and they left all the commandments of the Lord their God . . . and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of the Lord. . . . Therefore the Lord was very angry with Israel” (2 Kings 17:15-18).
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SPECIAL PRIVILEGES TO THE RIGHTEOUS WHO FEAR GOD

Ps 31:19
Oh, how great is Your goodness,
Which You have laid up for those who fear You, Which
You have prepared for those who trust in You In the
presence of the sons of men!
NKJV

Ps 11:5
5 The Lord tests the righteous,
But the wicked and the one who loves violence His
soul hates.
NKJV

Ps 33:18-19
Behold, the eye of the Lord is on those who fear Him,
On those who hope in His mercy,
19 To deliver their soul from death,
And to keep them alive in famine.
NKJV

Ps 34:15
The eyes of the Lord are on the righteous,
And His ears are open to their cry.
Ps 34:9
Oh, fear the Lord, you His saints!
There is no want to those who fear Him.

Ps 34:17-18
17 The righteous cry out, and the Lord hears,
And delivers them out of all their troubles.
18 The Lord is near to those who have a broken heart,
And saves such as have a contrite spirit.

IN CONTRAST

Ps 66:18
18 If I regard iniquity in my heart,
The Lord will not hear.
Amazingly Bill Cooper, the author of Behold a Pale Horse, made the following statement on page 177 of the book. "Can you imagine what will happen if Los Angeles is hit with a 9.0 quake, New York City is destroyed by a terrorist-planted atomic bomb, World War III breaks out in the Middle East, the banks and stock markets collapse, Extraterrestrials land on the White House lawn, food disappears from the markets, some people disappear, the Messiah presents himself to the world, and all in a very short period of time? Can you imagine? The world power structure can, and will if necessary, make some or all of these things happen to bring about the New World Order." [“Behold A Pale Horse“., p. 177-8]
"A Prayer for Spiritual Revival":

Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly, To venture on wider seas Where storms will show your mastery; Where losing sight of land, We shall find the stars. We ask You to push back The horizons of our hopes; And to push into the future In strength, courage, hope, and love. Because we have dreamed too little, When we arrived safely Because we sailed too close to the shore. Disturb us, Lord, when With the abundance of things we possess We have lost our thirst For the waters of life; Having fallen in love with life, We have ceased to dream of eternity And in our efforts to build a new earth, We have allowed our vision Of the new Heaven to dim. Amen.

Sir Francis Drake
(1540 - 1596)
"[A]bout the time of the end, in all probability, a body of men will be raised up, who will turn their attention to the prophecies, and insist upon their literal interpretation in the midst of much clamor and opposition.[65]"

INTENSIFIED PREVAILING PRAYER

Intensified prevailing prayer is God’s ordained law and method for implementing His redemptive plan in this age till Jesus returns. It is the highest, holiest, and mightiest effort of which a child of God is capable. It is God’s chosen way to bring heaven’s power, heaven’s resources, and heaven’s angels into action on earth. Spurgeon says, “He who knows how to overcome with God in prayer has heaven and earth at his disposal.” 1 Intensified prayer is clothed with the might of God Himself.

Duewel, Wesley L. (2013-08-20). Mighty Prevailing Prayer:
“Not called!' did you say?

'Not heard the call,' I think you should say.

Put your ear down to the Bible, and hear Him bid you go and pull sinners out of the fire of sin. Put your ear down to the burdened, agonized heart of humanity, and listen to its pitiful wail for help. Go stand by the gates of hell, and hear the damned entreat you to go to their father's house and bid their brothers and sisters and servants and masters not to come there. Then look Christ in the face — whose mercy you have professed to obey — and tell Him whether you will join heart and soul and body and circumstances in the march to publish His mercy to the world.”

— William Booth
If someone says, ‘I love God,’ but hates a Christian brother or sister, that person is a liar; for if we don’t love people we can see, how can we love God, whom we have not seen? (1 John 4:20) Here’s a sobering thought: God measures our love for Him by the love we show our brothers and sisters in every day fellowship with them. It is a serious thing to realize that our love for God just isn’t genuine if it fails the test of daily life with our fellow human beings. The same thing is true with humility. It is easy to think we humble ourselves before God. But humility before people is the only real proof that our humility before God is more than just a figment of our imagination. It is the only true evidence that humility has made a home in our hearts and become our nature. How can we know that we, like Christ, have made ourselves of no reputation? By the reality check of daily life. When in God’s presence humility has become more than just a feeling we have when we think about Him or pray, but instead the very Spirit of our lives, it will show itself in the way we treat our brothers and sisters.
BE NICE TO EACHOTHER
Col 3:12-15
12 Therefore, as the elect of God, holy and beloved, put on tender mercies, kindness, humility, meekness, longsuffering; 13 bearing with one another, and forgiving one another, if anyone has a complaint against another; even as Christ forgave you, so you also must do. 14 But above all these things put on love, which is the bond of perfection.
NKJV

http://youtu.be/I71cY9Ysy5U

Sound Effect - If You Can't Say Something Nice, Don't Say Nothing At All (Thumper)
John 9:31-32
1 Now we know that God does not hear sinners; but if anyone is a worshiper of God and does His will, He hears him.
NKJV

James 5:16
The effective, fervent prayer of a righteous man avails much.
NKJV
Heb 5:6-7
7 [JESUS] who, in the days of His flesh, when He had offered up prayers and supplications, with 
**vehement cries and tears** to Him who was able to save Him from death, and was heard because of **His godly fear**, 
NKJV

Col 3:2-3
Let your mind on things above, not on things on the earth. 3 For you died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. 
NKJV

James 4:4
Adulterers and adulteresses! Do you not know that friendship with the world is enmity with God? Whoever therefore wants to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of God.

1 John 3:7-9
7 Little children, let no one deceive you. He who practices righteousness is righteous, just as He is righteous. 8 He who sins is of the devil, for the devil
has sinned from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil. 9 Whoever has been born of God does not sin, for His seed remains in him; and he cannot sin, because he has been born of God.

Ps 111:10

0 The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; NKJV

Acts 5:32

32 And we are His witnesses to these things, and so also is the Holy Spirit whom God has given to those who obey Him." NKJV

Psalm 31 : 19

"The Blessing of God's Abundant Goodness":

19 Oh how great is thy goodness, which thou hast laid up for them that fear thee; which thou hast wrought for them that trust in thee before the sons of men!

John 14:12
12 “Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me, the works that I do he will do also; and greater works than these he will do, because I go to My Father. 13 And whatever you ask in My name, that I will do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son.

2 Cor 10:4-5
For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, 5 casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ,

2 Cor 7:1

7 Therefore, having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God. NKJV

1 Cor 13:1-7
Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I have become sounding brass or a clanging cymbal. 2 And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries and all knowledge, and though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. 3 And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned, but have not love, it profits me nothing.

4 Love suffers long and is kind; love does not envy; love does not parade itself, is not puffed up; 5 does not behave rudely, does not seek its own, is not provoked, thinks no evil; 6 does not rejoice in iniquity, but rejoices in the truth; 7 bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things.

James 4:11

11 Do not speak evil of one another, brethren. He who speaks evil of a brother and judges his brother, speaks evil of the law and judges the law.

NKJV
Holy Desperation

Wake Up Church (Short Pure Bride)

Holy Desperation – Wilkerson

– I Don’t Care if You Like Me

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDolHW7CfA4
but I’m Going to Get Your Cancer Out

Holy Desperation – Carter Conlon – The Feet Coming Down the Hallway
Leonard Ravenhill – Uncompromising Gospel (4:50)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IoOgBxrwCo
2 Tim 4:3-5
For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves teachers; 4 and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables. 5 But you be watchful in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, fulfill your ministry.
NKJV
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David Wilkerson – We Do Not FEAR God
PLAY - Word of Promise - John 1.1-5 - In the Beginning was the Word

PLAY - Word of Promise - Isaiah 55:8 My Ways are Not Your Ways
"I DECLARE the abundant grace of God to surround me throughout the day in Jesus name"

"I DECLARE the Crystal River of Life to wash my soul scars away from me in Jesus name"

"I DECLARE the blood of the Lamb of God to wash my robe white and sanctify me"

"I DECLARE no weapon raised against me shall prosper, neither earthly nor spiritual, for who can be against me if God is for me"

"Thank you holy Father and mighty King Yeshua for this day. Help me bring just one more to the gates of the Kingdom. I am your bond servant, you are my God"
APOCALYPPTIC BULLETS

00 - Apocalyptic Bullet Points - Fast Reading Compilation

http://youtu.be/w-0TEJMJOhk

PLAY - Weird Al George Carlin Foil Conspiracy Song
PROPHECY UPDATES

SOUND EFFECT - THX
Dolby Boom Boom Boom

JUMP BACK
Seals Events Timeline

- Libya Nukes Israel (Psalms 83)
- Other Nukes (Missiles and Ground)
  - Israel -> Iran?
  - North Korea -> USA
  - Russia -> USA Cities Nukes from Ground
- Financial Collapse
- Chemical, Biological Attacks
- Disease, Riots, Chaos, Mayhem, Starvation
- EMP Attack (USA and Israel)
- Obama ratifies Israel Peace Deal Jerusalem Split
- Rodriguez Puerto Rico Meteor Slams Atlantic
  - US Splits in Half (New Madrid)
  - East Coast Tsunami
  - California Megaquake (splits into ocean)
- Horrible Winter & Three Days Darkness
- Aliens Arrive (Blue 21)
- Harvest, Glory Light
- RAPTURE
- Final Nuclear Destruction (Babylon the Great)
- FIRST TRUMPET - EARTH BURNS
"I Am Looking for My Plowmen Who Will Labor for Me in My Fields"

MAY 12, 2010 12:31 AM BY PASTOR BENJAMIN FAIRCLOTH 00 COMMENTS

During my prayer time on May 8, 2010, the Father spoke the following words to me.

For thus saith the Lord, "I'm looking for My harvesters, My plowmen, My sowers, My reapers, those who will labor for Me in My fields. For My fields are white and ripe, ready to be reaped. I'm looking for those who will labor no matter the hour or wage, but are willing to work regardless of pay. For I am just and I will repay. My rewards and benefits are daily and I will supply and satisfy."

"I am calling and searching for those who will be faithful as your nation burns. For soon you will see My plan and purpose is not to build a church (not the way man is currently building the church), but solely to redeem man. Look up and see the fields before you. Take up your cross, which is your plow, and labor for Me while I can still be found!"

He led me to this scripture:

These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens, and every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the LORD God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground. (Genesis 2:4-5)

There was no rain because there was no man to cultivate, to work, to plow the Garden. The principle is this, where there is no man to plow, there is no rain, and where there is no rain, there is no harvest! This spiritual principle is in operation in our life right now! The rain He is speaking of to us is His Glory, the manifested tangible presence of the Lord! We are in the Luke 17:28 days.

And as it was in the days of Noe, (Noah) so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man. (Luke 17:28)

If we are living in the days that parallel Noah's days, then we should be looking for the rain! If we are plowing, we should be looking for the Glory!

We are now entering into the former and latter rain of God.
Transcript of Kerry-Ann’s Dream:
“In this dream I saw an angel of the Lord shouted a date and time when a huge earthquake and tsunami will hit the United States of America and also the UK. In this dream, the tsunami and earthquake did happen. I saw in my neighborhood flooded areas of water coming in. Also, in my house the water rose to the third floor of my bedroom where I stayed. I was waste-high deep in water.
As this began to happen, I said to my husband, ‘Let us get the children and try to get up on top of the roof.’
But when we opened the window, the water was everywhere so we decided not to try because it was too dangerous. In my spirit, I was praying to the Lord Jesus Christ that the water would not rise any further because obviously we would drown.
As this began to happen, ladies and gentlemen, the Lord took my spirit and brought me outside of the White House of the United States of America. I also saw water everywhere, but where I was standing, outside the White House, there was no water there, but there was something peculiar on the ground. There was a stone in the shape of a triangle. As I was standing there admiring this stone, I heard thunder rolling in the heavens. When I looked up in the sky, I saw a huge lightning from the heavens struck the stone. Immediately, straight away the stone turned into President Barack Obama and he flew off into the air.
Then I heard a voice saying to me, ‘This is the antichrist.’
Then I found myself back in my bedroom in the same position, waste high in water. I heard my husband in the house somewhere speaking to someone and when I listened very closely it was President Obama in my house. Because I heard what the voice told me, I was on my guard straight away.
I heard Obama saying to my husband, “We are flooded in water. It is going to get worse, but help is coming. There are space ships that are coming to help people get out of the water and bring them into safety. When I heard this, ladies and gentlemen, there was no way I would go in any space ship, shape or form.
I turned around in my bedroom and President Obama was standing in front of me. He was trying to talk to me nicely, very calm, very sweet and everything, but because the Holy Spirit had told me who he was I was on my guard. He was trying to come closer and closer to me, but I was just backing away. As I backed away and he was coming closer, ladies and gentlemen, his eyes began to change color, every single color you can imagine, but
there were two colors that stood out and that was grey and yellow. It was flickering grey and yellow.
I started to plead the blood of Jesus Christ. I rebuked him and I rebuked and I rebuked and I pleaded the blood. It felt like I was doing this for hours. In my spirit, ladies and gentlemen, I started to get weary and I started to cry, physically crying. I cried to the Lord, ‘Lord, you promised to hide me from the face of the serpent!’
I reminded the Lord of Revelation 12. Ladies and gentlemen, I heard a distinctive voice saying, ‘I will. I will.’
And straight away between President Obama and myself there was a man standing, fully in a white garment. He took his finger and he drew a line between me and President Obama up to the window. When this happened, ladies and gentlemen, there was an invisible wall between President Obama and myself. I saw Barack trying to push the wall to get to me, but he could not. As he was doing that, he got angry. He tried to come to me, but the wall stopped him from getting to me. As he was doing that and he could not come through, he went out of the room and he went away.
When I looked through the window, I saw boats and I saw a boat came up to my window. The man on the boat said, ‘Give me your kids and come into the boat. We will take you to a place of safety.’
As we went into this boat, ladies and gentlemen, the man took us to a place of safety. This place was absolutely beautiful. When I looked at the ground, we were walking on water, but we were not sinking. The water was very low. It did not pass our ankle at all. It was just foot-deep water. It was crystal clear. It was beautiful.
There were a lot of children at this place. As we were there, we were happy. We were glad that we came out of that horrible flood. Then the Lord took my spirit back into my bedroom, ladies and gentlemen, to my dismay. When I looked into the heavens, the sky was blood red. I saw a huge space ship hovering about with lots of them in the air. Around the space ship there was like green bugs, locust type bugs, around the space ship and they were
trying to get into people’s houses and people were closing their windows as much as they could. When I looked into distance, I saw a red planet hidden in the red sky. Then the vision ended. Ladies and gentlemen, let us be prepared. The Lord is coming and He is warning. Please, let us be prepared.”
The World

Soon all your sorrows will be behind you and you shall enjoy an eternity of joy and love with Me, but many dark events will occur in the earth, My children. Do not be frightened. Remember not to fear what man can do to your body, for it is your spirit that lives forever.

The enemy shall attempt to steal your faith by affecting your body. He does even now in many ways. Your body is only in the present world, but I have overcome the world.

Strengthen your faith, that it may endure to the end.

Be Vigilant

The time of the end is at hand, and the events of the end will occur whether you have made yourselves ready for them, or not. If you have drawn near to Me, if you walk daily with Me, walking in My Ways and submitted to the plan I have ordained for you, then you are prepared.

Be vigilant that the enemy does not steal your crown from you. Be careful to guard what I have placed in you, and your place in the vine.

Be sober. Be vigilant. Your enemy is real.
Look to Me - 08/19/16

My little ones, the night is thick with evil. Stay close to Me for I am your only safe guard. World leaders have met with the ruler of darkness and have aligned their total allegiance with him. This does not bode well for the bulk of humanity; for they have mocked Me, trodden My grace underfoot, and counted My love as a thing of naught. The winepress of earth’s judgment has been filled. My fury will soon be poured out in a manner the world has never known; bowl upon bowl and vial upon vial. Reckless are the judgments sentenced upon the earth, and many will die from sheer fear alone. Your once great nation will be rocked to the core and then disintegrate; for there will be no organized military, first responders, or police defense, equipped to touch even the smallest of these great areas of need. Bridges will be down, communication systems will be dissolved, and basic supplies will be an extreme scarcity.

My bride, it is during this time that you will be transformed. You will be clothed in My Righteousness and shine as stars in the blackest of night. You will be equipped by My Power and I will send you straight into the darkness. Do not fear, but rather rejoice, as you see this day approaching. Multitudes will come to Me renouncing their sins, for earth’s harvest is ripe and heaven has prepared to receive them. Many, many, are the souls who do not know Me today and yet their mansions are prepared and their families await them. Multitudes of aborted children from earth have been busy about My Father’s business. They are now grown and have built and lavishly decorated mansions for their lost families on earth. They have completed their tasks and now wait by the door to welcome their mothers, fathers, sisters, and brothers home. As these children have fervently worked, they have prayed for their lost loved ones on earth, and I say unto you, they have not prayed in vain. Everything possible has been done to awaken these lost ones, along with multitudes of others, and ripen them for the harvest. I will send you, My Bride, to lead them to the cross and bring them home. Joy as you have never dreamed possible accompanies your tasks in the days ahead. Keep your eyes on Me, My little ones, and be not encumbered by the cares of this world, for I will come as a thief in the night. Put ALL of your faith and trust in Me alone, for just ahead lies earth’s darkest hour, and you will again find, I AM all you need. Shalom

(Video link) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BMX-ajLd4E

Behold I Come - 03/05/16

My little ones, the day grows increasingly dark. I am your only hope. As it was in the days of Noah, so also shall it be in the coming of the Son of man. Look to Me, for I am your only safe guard. The road to heaven is narrow and steep, but as I promised in My Word, you will hear a voice behind you saying: “This is the way, walk in it.” Trust in Me, for I will keep your feet from slipping and your steps secure. Flee the ways of the world, for many are on the road to destruction woeing you and desiring to have you join them in their glee. They do not see the trap of Satan; therefore they mock My warnings and make sport of My return. Pray for them, that their eyes be opened and their hearts softened.

Perilous times are ahead. Great disasters will occur simultaneously and multitudes of souls will die. During this time of immense catastrophe, My workers will be transformed to complete the tasks that I have ordained for them. Sometimes you will be seen and other times you will not. Your physical bodies may appear to be sleeping quietly in the bed, while you are a world away bringing in the lost. You will go where I send you and come back again in an instant; for earthly needs will be staggering and your tasks will encompass the globe. Bodies will grow new limbs and gaping wounds will close at your command as you walk through the earth performing My Will. Food, water, and shelter will appear from your hands as I provide for the multitudes crying out to Me in desperation. You will work the works of Him who sent you, for the harvest is great. Do not fear My little ones, as you watch the world crumble before your very eyes. Your heart will soon leap with anticipation, for you will hear My call. Joy as you have never known is just before you. Look up! My little ones, as your redemption draws nigh; for your Mission, Yeshua HaMashiah, is stepping through the door.

Shalom

(Video link) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSrbWtKEkUE

http://www.thecallofthebride.com/sue
“An awakening of the prophetic is underway. In fulfillment of My words in Joel 2 this is coming to pass. My word is spoken forth by those who have sold out to My kingdom and My purposes. Those who have submitted themselves unto Me are My chosen vessels to pour forth My rhema words in this season. The enemy recognizes this move taking place and he has been executing his response to it. Like dirt being added to pure water he uses the false to pollute the real. When this mixture is shaken the result is water so polluted that it is unfit to drink. He cannot silence the voices of the prophets, but he can attempt to drown them out. The false spirit of
divination is being used in this way and as a result many are unsure as to what is true. Others have chosen to ignore all those who speak forth in this season. In these ways he is seeing success. It is for this reason that My people must draw close to Me in this hour. Discernment is needed and I am the giver of such gifts. Unless you know the sound of My voice it will be difficult to discern it among the many voices speaking forth today. Confusion has overtaken many of My people and it has brought them to inaction and worse yet, apathy and unbelief. If you receive these words realizing that they are meant for you, know that I extend to all an invitation. If you seek Me with all of your heart you will find Me. It is My desire to walk in intimacy with you, but I will not force Myself upon you. Come to Me and I will give you rest. Come to Me and I will speak into your spirit the words of life. Seek Me before seeking the voice of the prophets, so that you do not fall into deception. Many are the voices speaking lies in this season. Like erratic winds they blow My people about as they try to reason the truth. My servants prophecy in part and therefore bring together small pieces of My divine puzzle, but when they come together they are one voice. They speak in agreement with MY word and with one another. While these voices are not the loudest they are consistent with one another.
Ask and you shall receive. Seek and you will find. Knock and the door will be opened unto you. So what happens when you do not ask? And if you do not seek? And if you do not knock? It is My desire that My people are prepared for the coming season, but many of them do not ask Me. It is My desire that they would walk in intimacy, but they do not seek Me. It is My desire to open the doors of true understanding and knowledge but they do not knock.

In these days of muddy waters, My truth is like a filter straining out even the smallest particulates of lies until what you receive and take into your spirit is pure. My word will not leave you sick and malnourished, but refreshed and alive. My words are life and I speak them forth for all who are willing to receive. Do not allow fortune tellers and liars to steal away from the inheritance that I have in store for you.”

For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ, and being ready to punish all disobedience when your obedience is fulfilled. (2 Corinthians 10:4-6)

Prayer for Greater Discernment:
Father, I submit myself before you and confess that in this world of mixture I recognize that the water I hold up to your perfect light is not pure. Doubt and indecisiveness have held me fast, but this is not my desire. I wish to receive that which is true and cast aside that which is not.

Father, it is the desire of my heart to seek first Your kingdom and Your righteousness. Forgive me for taking my eyes off of You. Your voice is not that of confusion. You bring truth and life. I come into agreement with your voice and your voice alone. I ask that you would open my eyes to see and my ears to discern that which come from You versus that which comes from the world.

For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of love and of a sound mind. (2 Timothy 1:7)

You have not given me the spirit of fear. I confess any and all fear, except that which is of You, as sin. I come out of agreement with fear in Jesus’ name and receive in its place peace and soundness of mind. I thank you, Father, that You indwell me and You are greater than the spirit of this world. Teach me to hear Your voice so that I may rightly discern that which is of You from that which is of this world. My heart longs for pure spiritual milk and the meat of Your word. I cast down any and all false spirits that would seek to pollute my heart with
anything that is not of You. I declare the blood of Jesus over my mind and over that of my household. AMEN
As Darkness Envelops the Land, You Will Search for the Prophets But You Will Not Find Them

May 1, 2016 3:21 PM by Darrell and Deb Sansom

Yesterday evening my wife and I went out to our prayer closet. It is an octagon swing set that looks over the fields behind our house where we sit and pray. She immediately felt the Holy Spirit on her and knew the Lord had something He was going to share with us. The Lord has given her many warnings for people. So we both began praying and this is what the Lord spoke through her:

“See now, that what I spoke of, the time of great darkness, is upon you. Like a mist it is and has been slowly creeping over the land. It is a mist that brings deafness and blindness and it has slowly been engulfing this land, this United States of America.

Your time of great testing is upon you. Will you be found worthy? Will you be found faithful?

Like trumpets, my prophets have been sounding the alarm, but soon there will come a great silence. And you will begin to cry out to hear the words of the prophets, but their mouths will be sealed. And they will not speak the words of the Lord. As the darkness envelopes the land, you will search for the prophets but you will not find them. These faithful servants will be hidden away.

That is the hour that I have warned you about. Even now I am warning you, put away the things of this world and draw close to Me. In my word it says, “Seek the Lord while He may be found!” Now is that time to seek the Lord while He may be found because soon you will seek and you will not find. Pray that the Lord open your eyes that you see the truth.

You wish to know, is Obama the antichrist? Has he not always spoken with a forked tongue as a serpent speaking pleasant things on one side and spewing lies, hate, death on the other?”

Then Deb said, “I just keep seeing Obama with a forked tongue and the eyes of a serpent. I feel like the Lord is holding back. I feel like He is saying He is holding back specific information for my protection. But I hear the Lord saying,”

“Seek the truth and you shall find it. Let go of human perception and see with your spiritual eyes. Release skepticism and embrace the truth I reveal to you. It is not always necessary for Me to speak it, but your spirit will recognize truth.”

Author: Darrell and Deb Sansom

The Lord has been calling Darrell and Deb Sansom and preparing them for the 22 years they have been married. They work as a team in everything from their business, their farm, raising their kids, and enjoying the ministry God has called them into. They minister everywhere they go, just in everyday life, but things got really serious two years ago. The Lord started speaking into their lives and nothing has been the same since. They went from struggling in churches to learning to hear and walk by

http://z3news.com/w/darkness-envelops-land-search-prophets-find/
The Diana Pulliam Coincidence

Rocks Huge Boulders from the Sky

The Last Leg of Your Race

Tuesday, March 22, 2016 posted by dpulliam
read comments (0)

In the beginning of February, the Lord began reminding me of an open vision He’d given me back in 2013, originally posted as ‘Finish Your Race.’ I kept getting the impression there was more He wanted me to understand about the vision. The last week of February, He brought it before my eyes again, but this time giving an additional message. Then, just this morning, I was given a third message. I’ll give the back drop to what was happening prior to the original vision, then the subsequent messages.

The vision in 2013 was given at a time of confusion and discouragement in my life. In 2011, the Lord had specifically told me to write. I asked Him, “What do you want me to write, and what am I to do with what’s written?”

I felt the Lord prompting me to set up a blog site just for the purpose of writing whatever He placed on my heart. But just after starting the blog, I was hit by what felt like a freight train as many storms began to come against me, as well as everyone around me. Suffice it to say, I stopped writing.

Mentally, physically, and spiritually exhausted, I was in a state where I couldn’t even think about writing. But at the same time, I felt guilty for not doing what I knew the Lord had told me to do. Confused and discouraged, I asked God, “Did I take what You said and mis-interpret what I was supposed to do with it? I need You to show me if this is the right direction!”

My reasoning at the time was, if writing was what the Lord wanted me to do, shouldn’t He put me in a position where I could have the peace of mind to do it? I decided I wasn’t going to do anything until I received clarification from the Lord. What happened next still blows my mind!
A couple months passed, when a co-worker asked me to run a 5K with her. I’d never been a runner, but thought, “What do I have to lose?” so began training. On race day, I made it through the course, but was so disappointed with myself for not meeting my personal goal, and I’d only missed it by just over a minute! I kept asking myself, “Why didn’t I train harder? Why did I focus so much on the fatigue? If only I’d run those hills instead of walking them…”

One morning, about a month after the race, I was on the treadmill singing along to Chris Tomlin’s ‘Our God,’ praising God for all His wonders. All of a sudden, the full impact hit me, and I became overwhelmed by the goodness of the Lord. It was at that moment, the wall in front of me lit up like a television screen:

*I saw a race track, and I was running on it. Straight ahead, up in the distance, there was a bright light that grew larger and brighter as I ran towards it. Now, I was no longer just watching myself run on the track, but was on the track in real time. There were bleachers lining both sides of the track filled with an innumerable crowd cheering me on. But then all of a sudden, there were things like large rocks and huge boulders coming down from the sky out of nowhere, being hurled towards me and onto the track directly in front of me. Just as I began to slow down to avoid being hit, I heard a voice say, “Look straight ahead, and keep your eyes fixed on Me. Don’t look to the right hand or to the left.” As I looked straight ahead into the light, it grew brighter. I was running full speed now, this time with all my might. In my peripheral vision, I could see most of the objects were disappearing before they even hit the track. Those that did fall in front of me, I scooped up in my arms and lifted them up to God – without even breaking my stride. They disappeared as He took them from me. Nothing could stop me now as I focused straight ahead and ran towards the light! The light grew bigger and brighter. End of Vision.*

**Initial Interpretation:**
The interpretation was very obvious to me in 2013. First of all, I was floored at how the Lord orchestrated it all. First, He arranged for me to run in a physical race to impress upon me the importance of intensive training, staying focused on the goal, and ignoring distractions. The Lord then connected the dots by giving me the vision. He equated the physical race I ran with the spiritual race set before all of us. When the Lord gives an assignment, and you accept and begin to run with it, you officially enter the race. What happens next is without exception. The enemy will come against you with all he has in an attempt to stop you dead in your tracks. The attack will be tailor-made just for you, whatever it takes to stop the plan of God.

I’d taken my eyes off the Lord and focused on the swirling storm in my life. If I hadn’t followed the Lord’s instructions given in the vision, turning my focus back
towards Him – refusing to even look at the storm, I’d have allowed the enemy to totally derail God’s plan for my life.

The vision was indeed a Word in due season, given at a critical period in my life. But the Lord’s recently revealed the vision was two-fold, and also depicts the time we’re in right now!

**Second Vision**

The last week in February, He gave me another glimpse of the vision. I’d been praying about the day ahead, and was sitting quietly in His presence, when suddenly:

*There I was, running on the race track just as before. As I approached the Light, I felt stronger and began running faster. Just then, I heard the Lord say, “You’re running the last leg of the race. The vision is for today!”*  

End of Vision

Upon hearing that, I became shaken in my spirit, knowing the Lord had just confirmed to me the race is almost over, and we’re at the end of the end. Before I proceed, I want to ask everyone to please pray for interpretation over what you read, as I’m still trembling by what I just experienced.

**Third Vision**

This morning, March 22nd, I was sitting at my kitchen bar eating breakfast, listening to a special pre-recorded program that Johnny, from Tribulation Now Blog Radio, did last night. This is on his website titled, ‘A Great Event is Coming’.

He was talking about “what MAY be a prophetic warning of a cosmic event that is coming upon the Earth that could lead to the “sorrow period” Jesus warned about.” It was towards the end of the segment, maybe the last 20 minutes, as he began to speak about meteors and other space debris falling to the earth causing worldwide destruction, that the Lord brought a particular segment of the vision before my eyes:

*I’m running on the race track towards the Light straight ahead, and the large rocks and huge boulders suddenly begin falling from the sky, just as in the original vision. As I see them begin to fall towards me and all around me, I hear the Lord say, “The vision is for today!”*  

End of vision.

**Interpretation:**

In 2013, I believed the falling rocks and boulders only represented various obstacles that hinder us during our race. It never occurred to me that it could be a real physical occurrence. I wonder, is it the incident which caused the vast destruction I saw in 2015? At this time I can’t say, because the Lord hasn’t shown me if this specific event is what begins the mass destruction and ashes covering the earth. But the Lord has shown me the vision is multi-faceted, with both a physical and spiritual dimension. It was meant for me in 2013, to show I needed to obey
Him regardless of what was coming against me, not be distracted, and only look to Him. It was also meant for the Body of Christ today. My brothers and sisters in Christ, this is it. We’ve entered the last leg of the race! To make it successfully to the finish line, we must keep our eyes focused straight ahead on the Lord. DO NOT FOCUS ON THIS COMING STORM! The Lord has shown me it’s going to be huge! It’s going to come all of a sudden. And it’s going to come in all shapes and sizes, one right after the other, hurling towards us. But no matter what it looks like, no matter in what order it comes: strife; war; famine; disease; earthquakes; meteors falling from the sky; you name it; this is what the Lord says, “Look straight ahead, and keep your eyes fixed on Me. Don’t look to the right hand or to the left.” If we’re obedient to His instructions, we have absolutely no reason to fear. The Lord is our refuge, our fortress, our God, in whom we can trust! God bless. See you at the finish line!
I AM is seeking you now

The Lord's Words to encourage, comfort and bless the body of Christ

SUNDAY, APRIL 24, 2016

SPIRIT TO SPIRIT

Take My yoke upon you. For there is no need to strive and labor over needless things. My children be at peace and seek Me at all times. When you are connected to Me, Spirit to Spirit, you will move smoothly through this life and overcome ALL obstacles. Even when trials come, I AM there within you, One with you. I will give you MY FAITH which is not of the world. Be still before Me My children, rest in My loving arms of GRACE. Do not carry the cares of the world for the world is passing away and eternity is just around the corner. It should not matter whether you remain in the world or you come home to Me. Your spiritual state should be the same either way because We are One. I know many of you long to come home but do you not understand you are already home within Me. Have you not read, you are already seated with Me in the heavenly places. I need you to just let Me lead you along your journey here, hand in hand, knowing that My grip is strong and I will never let you go. Oh! how much peace and joy My children you would have if only this WORD could sink deep within your souls. I know the plans I have for you, written before time began, and that is to walk the narrow path with Me as I lead you home.

YAHSHUA

http://iamisseeking.blogspot.com/2016/04/spirit-to-spirit.html?m=1
ERIN – GOG TO BEGIN, TEMPLE FOR JESUS

This morning while making my bed, I saw 8:18 on the clock. I didn’t think anything of it until God said Isaiah 8:18. I went to my Bible. “Behold, I and the children whom the Lord has given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel from the Lord of Hosts Who dwells on Mt. Zion.”

Me: “I don’t understand what You are saying here, Father. Who are Isaiah’s children?”

GOD: “Erin your thoughts?”

Me: “I had a dream in which You gave me. I saw Israel deeply wounded. I saw water breaching its walls. The water turned black, then the water became something like ants. They came in and destroyed everything in its path. People were giving into fear and panic. The invaders had encircled the walls of what looks like Jerusalem and invaded, but not before something shot down on the city first. The armies took the items dedicated to the 3rd Temple hostage. I saw people confused and scared not going to God, but to fortune tellers or psychics. The invading armies appeared to come in medical relief at first then instead, their leader wanted to be seated there in the city. Those who remained ran for the hills as the people were being executed. I saw a name Raash – Raash. When will this be Father?”

GOD: “Write this plainly. Look as it is written so it was now, it will be again! Because these people have rejected Me, I will bring against them a mighty torrent. It will overflow the channels of Shiloah and spill over its banks. I will sweep over it, reaching up to the neck. This Torrent will descend upon the land. For this is My land. I did not give it to another, nor do I now permit defilement on My Mount. Those whom plot against My people, I will plot against them. The very thing I do to punish My land of Israel, I will do 10 fold to others. My people do not recognize the calm flowing waters, Pure and Holy. Instead they mock My Words and now allow that which is an abomination.

"Band together, peoples and be broken. Pay attention all you distant lands; prepare for war and be broken; prepare for war and be broken. Devise a plan; it will fail. Make a prediction; it will not happen. For God is with us. Well I AM here but who cries out? Who comes to me prior to calamity and rends their hearts?

"Do not go the way of this adulterous generation? Who of you wanted to hear this message? When did I declare evil good and good evil? The enemy will deceive many of My people from Israel and distant lands by calling everything an Alliance. People live in fear of those declaring alliances and then they go under - deception. They agree to the ‘Alliance’ and allow the cover of this. Do Not fear what these adulterers fear. Do Not Be Terrified! You are to regard only Me as Holy. Fear only Me. I AM your sanctuary and your place of peace. The people walking in darkness have seen a great light. I increased the people and stretched out the tent pegs. When did I declare this for your enemies to inherit the land? I did not, yet who will stand? I am ready to allow the land to be punished so My Temple will be rebuilt. My Son will take His place within it. Every heart humbled and every knee will bow. I have reserved and preserved My sons from Judah who will care for the land again and keep My laws.

"To the distant land from the Prophet Haggai:

"You have planted much, but have harvested little. You eat, but never have enough to be satisfied. You drink, but never have enough to become drunk. You put on clothes, but never have enough to get warm. The wage earner puts his wages into a bag with a hole in it. To this I will add. You have brought curses to your own land. You have become fat in your idleness.
Prophecy of Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel

Brian Barker (23 Jan 2014)
"Prophecy of Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel"

We are closer than what we think

The Eight-Hundred-Year-Old Prophecy of Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel

Will the years immediately following 2016 be prophetically important for Israel and the world? Earlier we noted when seventy years (a biblical generation) is added to 1948—the year Israel was formally recognized as an independent nation by the United Nations—it brings us through the year 2018. Does this mean the year 2018—exactly seven years after 2012—would mark the year that Jesus Christ returns with the armies of heaven to establish His rule over Earth? According to an eight-hundred-year-old prophecy, it certainly could. Before he died of cancer, J. R. Church analyzed the ancient predictions of Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel and noted:

Ludwig Schneider, writing for Israel Today (March 2008) said, “Some 800 years ago in Germany, Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel was a top Talmudic scholar with an inclination for the mystical. Before he died in the year 1217, he prophesied that the Ottoman Turks would conquer Jerusalem and rule the Holy City for eight Jubilee Years.” A biblical Jubilee year consists of 50 years. Fifty multiplied by eight equals 400 years.

Afterwards, according to Ben Samuel, the Ottomans would be driven out of Jerusalem, which would remain a no-man’s land for one Jubilee year. In the tenth Jubilee year [2017],... the Messianic end times would begin....

Looking back at Ben Samuel’s prediction, we should note that the Ottoman Empire did conquer Jerusalem in 1517, exactly 300 years after the rabbi’s death, and was defeated 400 years later in 1917.

In Israel Today, Ludwig Schneider continues, “This came to pass 300 years after Ben Samuel’s death. He could not have based this prophecy on events that could be foreseen, but only on the results of his study of the Bible.

According to Leviticus 25, the nation is reunited with its land in the year of Jubilee. Therefore, the Jubilee year plays an important role in Israel’s history. In this case, the Jubilee began with the defeat and conquest of the Mamelukes in Jerusalem by the Ottoman Kingdom in 1517. The Turks reigned over Jerusalem until the British General Edmund Allenby defeated them exactly eight Jubilees later in 1917.

“Ben Samuel’s prophecy was fulfilled precisely because 1517 to 1917 is exactly 400 years. Afterward, Jerusalem was a no-man’s land for 50 years during the time of the British Mandate (1917–1967) and the time of Jordanian rule (1947–1967), another Jubilee year. During the Six Day War in 1967, Israel captured Jerusalem from Jordan and the city returned to the Jewish people after nearly two millennia of exile. After that, the countdown for the Messianic age began.”

Schneider assumes that since Rabbi Judah Ben Samuel’s prediction appears to be fulfilled to date, then 2017 should launch the beginning of the Messianic era [81]

2012 and Matthew 24

Is it possible that Jesus marked the year 2012 as the start of the final age? When His disciples asked, “Tell us, when shall these things be? And what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world [aion]?” (Matthew 24:3), Jesus answered, “as the Days of Noes [Noah] were, so also shall come the coming of the Son of man be” (Matthew 24:37).

The word aion in this text is not the general word for “time” (chronos) in Greek. Aion is the word the Greeks used to designate an actual cycle of the Milky Way alignments or the span of an age. Before he passed away, David Fynn emailed me to say “The answer Jesus provided His apostles for when the end of the aion would occur was specific. The astronomical signs in the heavens would be just as those during the days of Noah when Leviathan encircled the horizon in the dawn of the Summer solstice. There could have been no more accurate comparison made between our present time than the age of Noah.... The present aion is coming to a close. Like the suntelia before, there will be great upheaval and change.” [50]
Obama, like Mandela is an antichrist of the end times

Even the conventional inaugural prayers, which have been historically offered during U.S. presidential installation ceremonies, carried an unparalleled New Age flavor this time around. Rick Warren, considered America’s Christian pastor, rendered a blessing in the name of the Muslim version of Jesus (Isa), while the bishop of New Hampshire, Gene Robinson, invoked the “God of our many understandings.”

The conscious effort by Obama to reorient American away from conventional Christianity was widely embraced by people who identified with the man known to sport Masonic emblems, a ring that says “There Is No God Except Allah,” and a tiny idol of the Hindu god Hammun in his pocket—whose blessings he sought in the race to the White House—a deity about whom Rudyard Kipling wrote the short story “The Mark of the Beast.”

For Obama, who grew up in a household where the Bible, the Koran, and the Bhagavad Gita sat on a shelf side by side, organized religion was best defined as “closed-mindedness dressed in the garb of piety,” but a useful political tool nonetheless. And so he used it masterfully, and earned a cult following while doing so.

By February 2009, Obama had replaced Jesus Christ as America’s number-one hero according to a Harris poll, and dedication to his concerns, come-all-mysticism has continued to spread in esoteric circles, with evangelists of the new religion calling for the “tired” faith of our fathers to be replaced with a global new one.

Although it is more difficult to understand the broad appeal of Obama’s New Age philosophy to the many evangelical and Catholic voters who supported him, the phenomenon can be explained to some degree as the result of a changing culture. Over the past fifty years, and especially as baby boomers listened attentively to pastors telling them to focus on human potential and the “god within us all,” eastern philosophies of pantheism, panentheism, Hinduism, and self-realization grew, providing Americans with an alluring opportunity to throw off the “outdated ideas” of fundamental Christianity and to espouse a more “enlightened,” monistic worldview (all is one).

Aimed at accomplishing what the builders of the Tower of Babel failed to do (unify the masses of the world under a single religious umbrella), God was viewed as pantheistic, and humans were finally understood to be divine members of the whole “that God is.” Pagans argue this principle of inner divinity is older than Christianity, which is true. The gospel according to such New Age concepts—a gospel of “becoming god”—is as old as the fall of man. It began when the serpent said to the woman “ye shall be as gods” (Genesis 3:5), and it will zenith during the reign of the anti-Christian god-king.

“To contemplate ways to assist Barack in his 2012 re-election bid something miraculous happened,” she writes. “I felt God’s (His) Spirit beckoning me in my dreams at night. Listening, cautiously, I learned that Jesus walked the earth to create a more civilized society. Martin Luther King walked the earth to create a more just society, but, Apostle Barack, the name he was called in my dreams, would walk the earth to create a more equalized society.” [nul] We could continue, pointing to such examples as Michael D’Antuono’s painting “The Truth,” featuring Obama wearing a crown of thorns with his arms stretched out as if on a cross, Democratic National Convention prayer garments with the president’s name and a calendar declaring him “heaven sent” (with the month of November depicting the president with people’s hands on his back and the phrase “The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not want”) and photographs of Obama with the Bible verse from John 3:16: “For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.” A month after the election, Obama mesmerism continued as people across the globe celebrated Christmas with nativity scenes holding figures of Obama as the prophesied King of kings. This could go on and on, but you probably get the point. Much of the world is ready now, even hungrily for the arrival of the Man of Sin.

Conversely, this is where contrasting social feedback becomes equally interesting especially as a Public Policy Poll released in April 2013 reveals that one in four Americans now think Obama may actually be the Antichrist.

Oh, how easy it will be for the coming world leader, the antichrist, people worshipped Obama as “Christ returned.” Christians voted in mass for Obama, how true the words of Jesus, “will I find faith when I return?”
NEW REFORMATION – HOLY SPIRIT WIND

New Reformation

3-20-16

This message will not be popular! Some may call me names, even false prophet. I care not what man thinks of me. I do not fear man. I fear Him who can destroy both soul and body in hell. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom and He reveals secret things to His intimate ones. There are tear stains on my keyboard as I type what He is saying.

My beloved sons and daughters, My brothers and sisters, those whom I indwell; I wish to speak to you.

You have many questions about the time that you are in. Many of you are growing impatient for My return and you are losing hope in Me. Please do not! You are so close to the end of this age! Would you give up the race when the finish line is in sight? I tell you stop running so hard in your own strength. Ask of Me and I will give you divine strength. You will NOT finish the race in your strength.

What I AM about to do in this earth will astound you and boggle the minds of men. The fire of judgment is coming, it is not delayed it is right on time. MY TIME! The destroyer is very close now and My angels of judgment await My command.

Revival is not coming. I am destroying this current system of religion that calls itself by My name, and I will start anew. It will be a new reformation but this time My people will be like those in the book of Acts and even more power will they have for these are the final days. The former and the latter rain. My Spirit will be upon My anointed ones without measure. They will walk with higher authority and more power on this earth than I did when I walked here. They will tread on serpents and scorpions and smash the kingdom of the enemy to the ground! They will go into all the world with the power and demonstration of My Spirit. They will heal the sick, raise the dead, cast out demons, multiply food, translate from one place to another, and perform miracles never before seen.

The work that will be accomplished by My mighty manifest sons and daughters will be miraculous! The harvest that will take place in months, is more bountiful than the harvest that has taken place over the last 100 years. It is so glorious you cannot imagine it now, but I see it! Not by might, not by power of men but by My Spirit says the Lord. No organization of men can do what I will do!

But My beloved, there will be cleansing by fire. Fire purifies and devours the chaff and the stubble. All that is not built on solid rock will be shaken and destroyed. I will protect My own for they have much work to do.

It will be through many tribulations and hardships that you must enter My kingdom. You will suffer the wrath of men and the enemy and YOU WILL OVERCOME! It will be by My blood and the word of your testimony, and you will not be afraid of the death of this life. My love and peace will be with you and I will never leave you! Trust in, cling to and rely on Me for I Am the good shepherd and I will not loose any of My sheep. Those who are wolves dressed as sheep will be exposed and then burned by My consuming fire.

Do not fear My beloved for My wrath is not appointed unto you. You will see Me coming in the clouds in all My glory! You will see the salvation of your God and watch your enemies flee. They will not escape, there is nowhere they can run or hide that I cannot find them. They are the seed that the enemy has sown, the tares among My wheat. They will be gathered and burned in the everlasting fire along with their father and all of the ones that he deceived.

The time of the great deception and great falling away are here. Do not believe the lies that they tell you for I Am your creator and I created them. I speak of the fallen angels, they will tell the world that they have come to help and they will deceive many. They come from the far reaches of the heavens and from under the earth. They will offer false peace and many will receive their mark because they will overtake the rulers of this world. Their system will be in place for a short time before I return with billions of My saints and angels and destroy them. They will amaze many with their powers but remember they do not confess Me as their Lord. In the end ALL will bow and confess that I Jesus Christ am Lord to the glory of God the Father.

Amen!
A Holy Remnant

David Wilkerson

David Wilkerson – The Birthing of a New Holy Remnant

https://youtu.be/RWJOBYnFajE
David Wilkerson – The Birthing of a New Holy Remnant

https://youtu.be/RWJOBYnFajE
WE MUST NOT MISS THE MESSAGE
by David Wilkerson | July 9, 2015
[May 19, 1931 – April 27, 2011]

Ministers and theologians everywhere are saying, "God has nothing to do with disasters. He wouldn't allow awful things to happen." Yet, nothing could be further from the truth. This kind of thinking is causing our nation to rapidly miss the message God wants to speak to us through tragedy.

The fact is, we have to have a word from God. Like many pastors, I've wept and grieved over awful calamities. I've sought the Lord in prayer and through His Word. And I want to tell you, I've experienced a grief that's even deeper than the mourning for innocent people dying. It's a grief that says if we miss God's message, if we turn a deaf ear to what He is loudly proclaiming, then much worse is in store for us.

The prophet Isaiah speaks directly to what we've experienced. If you object to using the Old Testament for examples, consider Paul's words on the subject: "All these things happened unto them for ensamples: and they are written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are come" (1 Corinthians 10:11). Paul makes it clear that the examples of the Old Testament reveal just how God moves in times like ours.

At the time that Isaiah prophesied, God had been dealing patiently with Israel for about 250 years. The Lord had sent "light afflictions" upon His people, calling them to repentance. He was trying to woo them out of their brazen idolatry and back into His blessing and favor.

All the prophets throughout the years had spoken to Israel the same essential word: "Humble yourselves." Scripture says, "They served idols . . . yet the Lord testified against Israel, and against Judah, by all the prophets, and by all the seers, saying, Turn ye from your evil ways, and keep my commandments and my statutes" (2 Kings 17:12-13).

But God's chosen nation rejected His call to repentance. "They would not hear, but hardened their necks" (17:14). These people mocked the prophets who called them to humility. And, instead, they followed vanity, and became vain . . . and they left all the commandments of the Lord their God . . . and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of the Lord . . . Therefore the Lord was very angry with Israel" (2 Kings 17:15-18).

http://sermons.worldchallenge.org/en/node/32942
Transformation Three Days of Darkness

Heavenly – Instruction for the Three Days of Darkness

http://youtu.be/7wqE1T4HMIO
Word from the LORD: It Comes

Channel Deleted

- Sara Fatou Traore - Damascus and War
OBAMA PROPHECY

JUMP BACK
C. Alan Martin had a vision back in 1971 prophetically depicting 12 presidents of the United States. The “LAST” President was unknown to him even after updating the information in the late 90’s. We know today that the “LAST” President would have been Barack Obama. This is what the prophecy says about this 12th House or President.

**House 12 President:** ?

This is the last house that I saw in this vision of the night. After this house was a dirt path that lead toward a collection of boulders arraigned in a semi circle which reminded me of a place where a trial was held and judgment rendered. In another dream which took place during the millennial age, I was standing among these rock looking at the ruins of a world rocked by the (great) tribulation. In the ruins of these boulders I found a witch doll. I knew immediately that one (sic) of the reasons that the USA was judged was because she had gone after the occult and witchcraft.
Across from the path after house #12 was a new row of houses stretching off into the distance. These I believe are the rulers of the land that Jesus will set up during the millennium.

In the vision of the night (after I saw the star fall to the earth)

[Note: Could this be the Puerto Rico Comet event?]

I heard a voice say “Look to the east”. I began to turn and fully expected to see Jesus coming in the clouds. As I turned I saw the clouds part and I saw the blood moon and the dark sun.

[Note: This is the Sixth Seal Rev 6:12-17]

Both of these are symbolic of judgment being levied on a nation and the fall of a nation. I continued turning to the east and saw the ancient army approaching from the east through the yards of all the houses of the presidents.

[Note: This is Russia and China moving / conquering from the East to West and USA, Gog/Magog Ezekiel 38, 39]

It was then that I ran down to join this army in the yard of the house of Nixon. This was 1971, the year I was saved.

**Immediately the scene changed and I was in the middle of a city in gray ruins.** I saw a man emerge from what I perceived to be a “temple fortress” who was dressed in a diplomatic suit and carrying a briefcase. A voice said “He claims to be God, but is of devil”.

[Note: This is Obama, the Antichrist]

Then the dream ended.
African American President Turns Dictator (Obama)

The Dream of Obama from the 1980s

We have waited until when we thought was the most appropriate time to release this, and it is now, May 2012.

I saw this in a Danny Viera newsletter from his Modern Manna ministry in 2008:

"The first dream takes place in the mid 80's from a pastor in California who ran an SDA end time/prophesy training center. His name was elder Jack Damall. He is now deceased. One night he sponsored a Bible study at his home and as the guests were leaving, he pulled one of the men aside and told him that he was impressed to tell him an impressive dream that he had. "It was the time when Jesus returned to earth in power and great glory. America had an African-American president when Jesus returned. He was tall and thin, had close-cropped hair, and large ears. When elected, at first, he was greatly beloved by the people, but then he became a terrible dictator. The dream was not widely discussed, because at this time they could not see a black man being voted in as president with so much prejudice in the country still.

"Friends, I made a call to Patti, the woman mentioned in the third dream to confirm the first dream was true. Patti said, ‘Yes, Danny, it is true. Elder Damall told his wife, a friend, and a neighbor about the dream. His wife and friend had the exact same story and they perfectly matched. I checked it out myself. He also said there would be one more pope after John Paul II.’ That means Pope Benedict XVI—the pope of the inquisition—would be the last pope!” End of 2008 newsletter. (Steve Wohlberg also had this in his newsletter.)

http://www.seventh-day.org/obama.htm
Fair warning: Bulgarian prophet predicted Obama would be last U.S. president

Vangala Pandeva Dimitrova, better known as Baba Vanga, was born in remote European mountains and controlled by the Ottoman Empire. She was blind, believed she could predict the future, and eventually attracted a following in Russia. She died in 1996, but her predictions live on, particularly on the Russian web. A Russian documentary about the supposed clairvoyant is above. Even across the language barrier, it's pretty entertaining to click through.

According to the Baba Vanga folklore, her big breakthrough in Russia came after a Russian nuclear submarine sank in 2000, killing 98 sailors and allegedly fulfilling one of Vanga’s prophecies. Since then, enthusiastic Baba Vanga fans in Russia have found “proof” that she foretold the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster, the 2011 tsunami in Japan, and the 2011 earthquake in Japan. Her Russian fans also believe that Baba Vanga correctly predicted that the 44th president of the United States would be African American, a prophecy in which she apparently added that he would be the last U.S. president.

To be clear, it’s difficult to determine what Baba Vanga actually said. And there’s no reason to lend this prediction any seriousness whatsoever. Still, it’s interesting for the degree to which many Russians seem to be at least aware of the prediction about America’s “last” president, and possibly even believe. One Russian social media user even cited the prophecy in passing, reacting to the news of Obama’s re-election: “It was clear that Obama would win... he and not Romney is the last president of the USA according to Vanga’s prophecy,” according to a translation by Russian blogger, Anis Barkov.

If that sounds alarming to you, it’s worth noting that Baba Vanga also says, according to a round-up of her predictions by Vice magazine, that the Earth’s orbit will shift in 2049. And number of conspiracy theory Web sites that I won’t link to here also claimed she foretold a third world war to begin in... 2010. Hopefully, then, her powers are on the decline.

THE J. R. NYQUIST DREAM

J.R. Nyquist said: "In closing, I will outrage the skeptics further by mentioning a dream I experienced 23 years ago. In the dream I saw the future presidents of the United States. Their portraits were lined side by side from left to right. The first in order was Ronald Reagan who had just been elected. The second was George H. W. Bush. The next two faces I did not recognize. An old man was present in the dream and I turned to him. Where are the others? I asked, wanting to see the rest of the future presidents. There are no others, he replied. After these the Republic ends."

(Note from MfM: The last leader of Judah was a puppet emplaced by the king of Babylon. The dream of J.R. Nyquist showed only two presidents after George Bush, Sr. Bill Clinton and George W. Bush filled those slots. The evidence that Obama is not an official president is overwhelming.)
Rabbi Rami Levy & 15 year old Natan on Gog Magog (Johnny Baptist)

He will bring his whole army. He will start the war here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJynlrKfsCE

Rabbi Rami Levy & 15 year old Natan

Transcript - Rabbi Rami Levy & 15 year old Natan on Gog Magog (Johnny Baptist)
BAD THINGS TO COME UPON AMERICA
OBAMA TO SUSPEND THE 2016 ELECTIONS

http://youtu.be/PCI2RYeRhJo

Sid Roth – Glenda Jackson – Obama to Suspend the 2016 Elections
Glenda Jackson – Plans for Obama Martial Law and Riots Exposed on Jim Bakker

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1XoQ81olvc
Obama Will Be the Last President of the US (prophet Jay Hudson w Glynda Linkous)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7U2jDh1bW50

(Note: from 4:50 – 10min)
Another prophetic warning was given on October 8, 2015 regarding the 2016 Presidential election. In the video shown below, Prophet Brian Carn warns it will be the most confusing election in our history and describes it as an episode of pandemonium. He also sees Donald Trump fading out of the race.

He makes the following comments at the 14:15 mark:

I see in the realm of the spirit, I see a curve ball being thrown in the process. I don't know if it is going to be war. I don't know if it is going to be an assassination, but something is going to happen that is going to stir the election to a whole new episode of pandemonium. I don't know if it is going to be a war. I told you I see this election is going to be one of the worst elections we have ever had, one of the most confusing elections that America has ever had.

I see either an assassination maybe or even a war, I can't put my hand on it, but I see something is going to stir the election to a whole new episode of chaos. Don't be surprised if a new candidate pops up late.

Keep your eyes on the candidates, and as the man of God declared, keep your eyes on Rubio, but again, I would not be surprised if a new candidate, or a new choice, comes in late.

Something is going to happen that is going to bring in confusion, and it is going to be like the President, like somebody broke the rules and manipulated the vote. That is the best way I can explain it.

I see something strange happening where people are going to say, “They manipulated the vote.”

I believe he is correct in saying something very strange is going to happen causing people to say, “They manipulated the vote.” I believe it will be so manipulated it won’t even be allowed to happen at all.

Brian Carn’s comments confirm warnings from five other people previously posted on this site:

- Stephen Hanson’s prophetic word: Obama Will Not Be Taken Out of Office
- Glenda Jackson: Obama Will Suspand 2016 Presidential Election
- Melissa Poggis: Only Two Choices in the 2016 Presidential Election: Obama or Obama
- Mena Lee Grebin: Obama is the First President and Will Lead America Into the Tribulation

At the 10:50 mark in the video, Brian Carn makes the following comments:

Another, I see something happening as we begin to go into a season of smoke and ashes, I see a Trump fading out. And I know a lot of preachers just went and had a meeting with Trump. God bless them, but I hope they don't feel like he is going to be President because if they do they are just wasting their time.

Donald Trump is going to be a, I see him falling out as we go into a season of smoke and ashes. There is going to be a fire. Some kind of fire is going to break out in America. Whenever you begin to see this fire, this season of smoke and ashes, you are going to see Donald Trump begin to fade.
Only Two Choices in the 2016 Election: Obama or Obama

Melissa Peggs recently shared another prophetic dream about President Obama. This time she saw the 2016 Presidential election. In the dream she went to the voting precinct to vote, but was surprised to see the only choice on the Republican ballot was Obama and the only choice on the Democratic ballot was also Obama. Her 11-minute video is shown below.

Her dream confirms a prophetic word shared by Glenda Jackson, which I posted previously. Glenda Jackson:

Obama Will Suspend 2016 Presidential Election.

I believe the Lord is revealing to those who are listening there will be no 2016 Presidential election. The current news media focus on the Presidential candidates is only a distraction and a waste of time. My recommendation is to turn off that nonsense and find something more productive to do.

Our country is in great trouble and it is later than we think.

http://z3news.com/w/choices-2016-election-obama-obama/
The Year Ahead

The year ahead shall be fraught with perils, My children. I am shaking those things that can be shaken in order to show those that believe Me not their great need of a savior. They will not turn their hearts to Me until they see they can no longer save themselves.

My children who walk with me know they need not fear. Every earthly kingdom will I shake. Every union and alliance not built on Me, will I also shake.

It is imperative that My people are clinging to and relying on Me and My Word alone. If you have placed your faith in anything other than Me, I shall expose it to you as I shake you loose from it.

Times coming will require your absolute, undivided loyalty to Me only. Any allegiance to the Evil One will be your destruction in that time.

I am coming back for a bride without spot or blemish!

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/06/the-year-ahead.html
WE ARE IN FOR THE LONG HAUL

Guard Your Minds

Guard your minds. Guard your minds well, for the enemy comes to sow doubt and discord into your hearts through your thoughts. In this way, he can negate your great faith in Me to answer your prayers and therefore make your dreams a reality.

By sowing doubt, he will deceive many in these end times. Many shall perish when they cannot believe for their needs to be met in times coming.

A time of great need lies ahead, not only for America, but for many nations, My children, and great faith will be required to survive it. (In my spirit, I saw a great famine, and no jobs – something had happened to all the industries, as if they could not function.)

This time of need will bring great famine to your lands and it will continue for many years. You cannot store enough food to get through it, for it is very long. Many thousands will perish in this time, but I shall care for My own that have faith – faith to believe Me for what they need to come miraculously.

In this time, the enemy will indeed gain many souls, because the love of My Body will fall away. Because I do not stop the famine, they stop believing.

Scripture must be fulfilled, My children. Though this world and all in it pass away, not one jot or tittle of My Word shall pass away.

Guard your minds, and your faith. Rejoice in your trials, for I am preparing you by increasing your faith now for what is to come, because I love you.

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2015/10/guard-your-minds.html
HORRIBLE WINTER

There was a tremendously long winter that caught everyone by surprise following the siege of sickness. It started early and lasted into the summer months. A famine had begun over the few years leading up to the long winter because of storms, droughts, floods and other plagues that had taken place; and the abnormally long cold period seemed to cause the famine to suddenly increase to its full measure. In the period of time following the disease, which was quickly followed by the long winter, things started going downhill very quickly. Events piled up one on top of another without any breaks.

(SENSE OF TIMING OFF)

My sense of timing was not very clear at this moment; however because I was seeing several things happening all at the same time or very close together.
"~ Warning Event ~" Obama Will declare Martial Law~
Proof ~ There Will Be Chaos In 2016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qliETFbaDrOQ

Patricia Green - Judgments
Come While Obama Is President

Patricia Green – 5 More
Passovers for the Gospel to be Preached

Patricia Green – My Vengeance Will Be Poured Out (Sept 23)

Dr Patricia Green there is a Utube video of this prophetic Word, but here is the approximate transcription from the portion played on "tribnow" radio program last night at the 65 min mark
this prophecy was given to her on July 29th 2015

"Sept 23rd is the day Obama makes a pact with the devil. It is not by chance that the Pope & Obama are meeting on the Day of Atonement, which is Sept 23rd 2015. They will make a pact that will seal the fate of the United States of America. My vengence will be poured out from this point forward. There is no turning back. Tell my people to draw close to me in these Last Days. Tell them to purify their hearts by the washing of the water of My Word. Tell them to ask my Spirit to expose any wickedness within themselves so they can repent and be clean."

He said "I am returning for my Bride without spot or wrinkle; I am coming for a pure bride. Only those who are purified by My Spirit and My Word are my bride. There will be no pretending when I return. Many will say "Lord, Lord did I not prophesy in your Name, heal the sick, cast out demons and bring people into your kingdom?" and I will say to those who have impure heart's "Get from me, I never knew you""

He continued and He said:
"this is the time for self reflection. If you judge yourself in this season and repent of your hidden sin, your sin will not be exposed to your shame. Now is the time to purify your own hearts. Now is the time before my vengence is poured out"
PROPHET GEORGE PENNICUF

[Image of a podcast and video link]

http://youtu.be/AJCVnqi153c

TruNews – George Pennicuf – Obama is the Antichrist, Persecution & Evil is Coming
The TD Hale Dream Locks these Events to 2016

Moreover we have the prophetic dream given to pastor TD Hale in December of 2011 showing the nuclear destruction of the United States WHILE Obama is in the Office of the President. Here is a link to the dreams in text format. Hale not only saw the destruction of the US (burnt from end to end, totally destroyed) but he also saw the aftermath with people hiding from the FEMA police and soldiers. He also saw the FEMA prison camps in operation and saw the “trains” (FEMA Trains) at those facilities used to transport the victims to their fate.

Here is the audio clip from the TruNews Show.

Please Note: It is crucially important to note, with the exception of the Obama Presidency timeline, the TD Hale dream matches the testimony of many other Godly sources including:

- AA Alan's Vision from 1954
- Dimitru Duduman's Visitation from 1983
- Henry Gruver's Vision from the late 80's

There are others as well. To listen to these testimonies you can go to this page (Apocalyptic Signs – Prophecies and Predictions HERE.)
Russian Kremlin Pastor Says Orchestrated Financial Collapse will Precede Planned Nuclear Attack on US

For example, here below is an audio clip of David Herzig speaking with Paul Keith Davis on an April 13th, 2013 Webinar that was unfortunately later removed by the Davis ministry.

Here brother Herzog testifies that he met with a Russian pastor who works at the Kremlin. Reportedly Herzog was told “they” are planning an orchestrated financial collapse of the United States (and other nations) AND “they” intend to set off a nuclear attack on the west coast of the US as well. He also mentions that he has confirmed Russian and Chinese troops are working inside the US borders at the invitation of the US government.

David Hertzog – Russian Kremlin Pastor – Financial Collapse, Riots, Nuclear Attack
Sept 24, 2015 Announcing the Coming of the Glorious Kingdom and His Majesty

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjA20YC_MbI
Published on Mar 25, 2013
From 9-24-15 until April 5, 2019...for 1,290 days in sack cloth and ashes you will announce the "Coming of the Glorious Kingdom" and His Majesty" with all power and dominion over all peoples and nations. .. Daniel 12:11-12 from the time that the daily sacrifice is taken away, and the abomination of desolation is set up there shall be one thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he who waits and comes to the One thousand three hundred and thirty five days.KJV/NKJV ACTS2:38... REPENT AND BE BAPTIZED IN THE NAME OF JESUS AND YOU WILL RECEIVE THE GIFT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. Calling all sinners to come forth , THE KING IS COMING!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po7miZ... It begins now it ends on Purim
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2aYH... The first trumpet blows
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHBvH... Sept 23 2015 Yom Kippur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27hOY... Proclaiming the Acceptable year of the Lord
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THOzN... Seven days, seven scepters,seven prominent events
America – Your Time has Come

http://www.spreaker.com/user/glyndalinkous/your-time-has-come-special-episode?mc_cid=21f5cd88b9&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c

Wings of Prophecy – Your Time Has Come II (Glynda Linkous)

Bullet points for you. Urgent message from Glynda.
Mainly about America’s coming judgement.
1:00 Speaks of all the blood America has shed beginning with the Native American and how their blood is crying out
5:55 It is too late for repentance for America. God has told her that the judgement of God on America is set now.
7:9 America will be destroyed, it is only a question of when
7:33 Hear me you Washington politicians and leaders, YOU are no longer convenient for God. Judgement is coming from His hand and it is coming for you. To every person who refuses to repent and honor Him
7:50 It is coming to every pastor, politician, person who agrees with and supports abortion and gay marriage in defiance of His Holy Word
8:00 it is coming to avenge the blood of every native American, slave and innocent baby you slaughtered... you have become a filthy abomination in His sight. There will be no where to hide from His mighty hand
8:50 Every knee shall bow, including YOU Washington DC. What you sowed, you will reap

10:00 Prophet message she was given, right after she recorded the message above
2:30am Word for Word...
A Dark and terrible destiny awaits America. Once the land of the free, now the land of anything goes. America, once a joy to Me...you have become a filthy stain of sin on the world I created. I have watched for years as your cup of iniquity filled up, I can delay judgement no longer. You pridefully refused to turn from your wicked ways. Like a shameless harlot, you flaunt your sins around the earth.
You are no longer my own. I cast you out. Your time has come.

11:00 Glynda emphasizes that this is a very serious and urgent Word from the Lord. She pleads for people to repent. No one knows where this will strike first. When God says something like this, He is not playing.

The message rose up and rose up in her spirit until she got up in the middle of the night to record it. She pleads with everyone to witness to as many as possible (gently) for Jesus. If the person won't receive it then pray that the Lord will send someone they will listen to.
Josh Tolley - Obama Identified at Bohemian Grove by Satanic Priest

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0FJKdtOAm0
Seinfeld – The Serenity Now

Seinfeld – Serenity Now
Serenity Now
PROPHETIC MOVIES COMING UP
HOTTEST NEWS
JUMP BACK
SOUND EFFECT - BREAKING NEWS CAST INTRO (wow, not normal)
JOHNNY BAPTIST – THE NEW WORLD ORDER

Johnny Baptist – Helicopter, You Are on the Red List, Come Out Now
Sound Effect – Helicopter
AS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH

TWILIGHT ZONE
MAILBAG: Sarah Menet Aliens and More

Sarah Menet & the Aliens

John Still <jjsfaith777@gmail.com>

Actually, no. It didn’t really bother me too much because everyone I have interviewed or researched over the years has "some notion" in their heads that is incorrect or that has a "different understanding or spin" on it (i.e., some notion outside of my comfort zone or scope of understanding). I have had people rub me and speak awful things about Sarah simply because they think she is a Mormon. As if every Mormon and Catholic and Jehovah’s Witness is going to Hall. Which is so insanely ridiculous and sad when you realize that the people launching the accusation / reviling are the ones who are in danger of hellfire.

Over the years, I realized that the term ‘alien’ simply means ‘another being that is not of this world or indigenous to earth’. Then it hit me. That means 100% of all of God’s ‘holy angels’ and / or ‘angels watching’ are technically aliens. I mean, honest to goodness, real aliens just like the ones the Ancient Aliens people talk about. And in the Book of Daniel we see the term ‘holy watchers’ more than once. What in the world is a holy watcher????

Dan 4:23
And lo, as the king saw a watcher, a holy one, coming down from heaven

NKJV

This verse alone proves that watchers are both ‘holy’ and ‘fallen’!

So we are dealing with a ‘vocabulary’ that is woefully inadequate to describe exactly what it is we are reeling too. If we were to put an "Annunciatus humanoid being" side by side with one of God’s ‘Angels’ they would essentially appear exactly the same in many ways (if not in all ways). Fascinating that the depiction of the ‘Nordic’ aliens is almost precisely the same description of God’s angels given by Dmitri Dudynski, Jesse Duplantis and many other folks. So apparently, it is not obvious to the human onlooker that a particular ‘being’ is glorified or cursed (unfallen or fallen). Moreover, there is no indication in the Book of Enoch that the 200 watchers (who were absolutely ‘holy’ prior to their fall) changed their physical appearance after falling.

So it gets SUPER SUPER confusing for people.

When we are told to ‘test the spirits’ (1 John 4:1) if you measure this against the testimony of Rebecca M. Brown MD in her book “He Came To See The Captives Free” she explains that this scripture actually means that we are to confront the entity that is in the room with us and make sure they speak with their own lips that “Jesus Christ has come in the flesh”. She says you cannot ‘look’ at them if Jesus Christ has come in the flesh because they can say ‘YES’ and be lying. What they ‘cannot do’ is actually ‘speak’ it with their cursed lips. This also explains why all these ‘other worldly non-indigenous beings’) never talk about Jesus (unless they are holy angels).

And of course there is Hebrews

Heb 13:23
Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some have unwittingly entertained angels.

NKJV

Well gosh if you are eating breakfast with an angel and you are doing it “unwittingly” then technically you are having breakfast with an alien but you are unaware of it.

I could go on and on about Howard Storm and what Jesus told him about the Universe full of life forms and showing him so many. Even Howard Storm, who turned out to be one of the most holy Spirit-filled missionaries I have ever heard testimony from, has some pretty strange beliefs according to people who have emailed me. But he was on missionary trips in South America bringing divine healing and miracles upon the natives of the Amazon in Jesus name.

So the moral of the story for me these days is when it comes to the ‘alien’ problem, (or other controversies)

a) people need to be told they are fallen angels and just leave it at that
b) and no one is perfect, and

c) if God used only perfect people there would be no Christians or prophets at all.

Any of the really advanced knowledge is out of our ability to explain to people even when we show them the scripture in the 36 book canon to establish it.

And I believe our Father is going to bring down a HUMONGOUS strong delusion using the fallen beings and as far as I can tell they are “in fact” coming from outer space with huge space ships 30 - 30 miles wide and even larger. These poor folks out there who think they are some ‘trick’ of the Illuminati are in for a huge surprise in my opinion. Otherwise there is no way to explain away the sightings and the whistleblower testimonies over decades of time.

In fact it is estimated that if these ‘beings’ fall (and become cursed millions of years ago during the Luciferian rebellion), then some of them probably don’t even “realize” they are fallen in some cases because too many generations have passed by.

Yes it is unfortunate how much confusion is out there.
Not one spoon falls to the ground outside of the Father’s will. Praise His holy name. thank you JESUS!

For our purposes they (those messing around with us here on earth) are ‘the enemy’ and anything other than that is almost certainly a misunderstanding.

I hope this is helpful
God bless you
John
Exorcism calls on the rise in Idaho

BY: Roland Beres, Written by: James Cramer
POSTED: 5:15 PM, May 13, 2016
UPDATED: 3 hours ago

Idaho Exorcisms
4 minutes left

VIDEO BY KIVI

BOISE, Idaho - As Idaho’s population grows, there has been an influx of new construction, new restaurants, and oddly enough, and increased amount calls for exorcisms.

“Many times we get calls because people are having activity in their homes or businesses,” exorcism expert and founder of Apparitions Paranormal Investigations Jeff Mason explained. “We actually had the entity identify itself as a demon attached to a resident of one exorcism.”

Despite the doubt and sometimes laughable portrayals of exorcisms in Hollywood movies, Pastor Mike Freeman said that the issue is a reality for some people -- especially those living in Third World countries.

“You step into the Third World and it’s definitely a ‘We’re not in Kansas’ anymore moment,” Freeman explained.

Neuroscientists Testing Ultrasonic Mind Control

The mind-altering science in films like *Vanilla Sky* or *Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind* might be one step closer to becoming a reality thanks to recent cutting edge neuroscience research. Scientists at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies are testing a new non-invasive method of controlling neurons using sound waves transmitted from outside the body. This highly experimental process, described in a recent *Nature Communications* article, is called sonogenetics and has so far only been tested on the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans*.

This technique depends upon being able to first genetically modify an organism so that its neurons respond to extreme high-frequency sound waves, or ultrasound. This involves altering certain genes to create microbubbles inside microscopic channels within the plasma membranes of brain cells, allowing for the transmission of sound waves which depend on a medium of air. These microbubbles could also be injected into the body intravenously, although targeting specific neurons requires the precision of intracellular bubbles.

http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2016/05/neuroscientists-testing-ultrasonic-mind-control/
UFO Hunter Claims He Discovered Artificial Structures in Huge Cities On Venus

At least in the eyes of some UFO hunters, aliens aren’t just building structures on Mars. Recently published images of Venus seem to show artificial structures in large cities, as well as other elements.

According to one researcher, some kind of alien race created the buildings.

YouTube user and alien hunter mundodesconocido posted a video discussing the large cities he discovered while examining the collection of photos.

He also made 3D models of the visible structures.

He speculated in the video that the bizarre shapes are artificial, and they appear to be cities with elements that emit light.

Mundodesconocido tours viewers to the so-called great city on Venus, showing somewhat raised structures across the planet that he believes to be alien apartment complexes. However, skeptics would say that they are just craters on the surface.

These images in the video came from the Magellan probe that was launched to Venus in 1989 and arrived a little over a year later. Its missions were to study chemical processes, planet’s interior, land forms and tectonics, deposition, erosion, and impact processes.

Doubters argue that those protruding structures, which were referred to as huge cities, are just the result of the volcanic flows on 85 percent of the Venus’ surface.

http://www.latest-ufo-sightings.net/2016/05/ufo-hunter-claims-discovered-artificial-structures-huge-cities-venus.html
Man seeks restraining order against God

Haifa resident asks court to keep the Almighty away, claiming He is being mean to him

BY STUART WINER | May 4, 2016 | 2:54 pm | 0 comments

A n Israeli man has petitioned the Haifa Magistrate’s Court for a restraining order against God, claiming the Almighty has been particularly unkind to him.

The initiator of the request, a resident of the northern port city, represented himself in court, the Haifa news site reported on Wednesday.

A protocol of the hearing noted that God did not turn up for the session, although it did not specify how the court determined the Omnipresent was not in fact there, as opposed to merely exercising the right to remain silent.
They’re Alive! Megalithic Sites Are More than Just Stone

(Read the article on one page)

It doesn’t take much to stimulate the human body’s electro-magnetic circuitry, in fact a small change in the local environment is enough to create a change in awareness.

People who visit ancient temples and megalithic sites often describe such a sensation. The standard explanation is that such feelings are nothing more than a ‘wow’ factor: the result of visual stimuli from the overwhelming impression generated by megalithic constructions such as stone circles, ancient temples and pyramids.

But the cumulative evidence proves otherwise: that megaliths and other ancient sacred places are actually attracting, storing, even generating their own energy field, creating the kind of environment where one can enter an altered state of consciousness.

Generating Energy Fields
In 1983 a comprehensive study was undertaken by engineer Charles Brooker to locate magnetism in sacred sites. The test subject was the Rollright stone circle in England. A magnetometer survey of the site revealed how a band of magnetic force is attracted into the stone circle through a narrow gap of stones that act as the entrance. The band then spirals towards the center of the circle as though descending down a rabbit hole.

Two of the circle’s western stones were also found to pulsate with concentric rings of alternating current, resembling ripples in a pond.

http://www.ancient-origins.net/opinion-guest-authors/they-re-alive-megalithic-sites-are-more-just-stone-005827
Students at Spanish college forced to take exorcism class

A publicly funded college in Spain has told students that it is compulsory to attend a course given by a priest who is an expert in exorcisms.

- Danish 'cult' claiming 'demons cause autism' arrives in Spain (06 May 16)
- Flying Spaghetti Monster row over sermon on the beach (25 Apr 16)
- Spanish nuns prove virginity in bid to clear leader of order (25 Apr 16)
- Priest arrested for exorcism on anorexic girl (18 Mar 15)

The University College of Barberán and Collán (Colegio Mayor Universitario Barberán y Collán) is connected to the public research institute Complutense University of Madrid, and is also funded by Spain's Defence Ministry.

But some of its curriculum doesn't seem quite typical of a publicly-funded institute.

The college is requiring its 196 students - who are all members of military families - to attend a theological conference focused on "the fields related to the devil, exorcisms, being possessed and hell", according to newspaper El Diario.

http://www.thelocal.es/20160505/publicly-funded-college-makes-students-take-exorcism-class
What is the mysterious giant black ‘cube’ spotted near the sun? Alien hunters claim images accidentally reveal Nasa plot to hide orbiting UFOs

- Image was taken May 2nd by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
- Scott Waring claims the black square has been seen previous times
- Claims that is how Nasa covers up UFOs caught in images by satellite

By STACY LIBERATORE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 17:14 EST, 4 May 2016 | UPDATED: 18:37 EST, 4 May 2016

What may look like a smudge on the picture to some, is said to be a conspiracy cover-up by others. A Martian researcher discovered a black cube ‘orbiting’ the sun while analyzing an image sent back from the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory.

This isn’t the first time a mysterious square has been spotted near the massive ball of gas and some claim this is Nasa’s method for covering up alien spacecraft that get caught in the images.

Scroll down for video

THIRD GRADERS FORCED TO READ TRANSGENDER BOOK ABOUT ‘BOY IN DRESS’

Everyone’s been making a big stink out of LGBT inclusion

Kacie Burnett | Louder With Crowder - MAY 14, 2016 | 5/78 Comments

Everyone’s been making a big stink out of LGBT inclusion. It’s weird, considering there are more people with lupus in this country than there are gays and trannies combined. They’re more relevant based on numbers alone. Still, we don’t see the auto-immune-disease-affected plastered all over the media. But maybe if they dabbled in cross-dressing...

Speaking of cross-dressing, a Michigan school has been incorporating LGBT awareness into its curriculum. They’re doing so via a book about a “boy in dress.” Apparently it’s a big issue for third graders. As in 8/9-year-olds.

“Morris Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress” is a children’s book about a young boy who likes to wear a dress to school. He also wears high heels and fingernail polish. Morris finds himself isolated and ridiculed but eventually convinces his classmates that he is just a boy who happens to like to wear a dress the color of a tiger and his mother’s hair and they eventually accept him. The story aims to encourage acceptance and discourage bullying.

“The book was chosen after some students kept raising questions about some people dressed differently.” (Superintendent) Bekhtin said.
ITALY APPROVES CIVIL UNIONS FOR HOMOSEXUALS

‘Gay’ activists vow: ‘This is just the beginning’

Published: 3 days ago

Cheryl Chumley About | Email | Archive

Share on Facebook | Share on Twitter | Email | 27 | Print | A A

“Gay” activists won a huge concession in Italy as parliamentary leaders, following a fiercely contested legislative fight that lasted years, gave their thumbs-up to a measure allowing civil unions for homosexuals.

Prime Minister Matteo Renzi called a conference to press the final bill into law, bringing an end to Italy’s status as the last major country in the West to refuse to legally recognize “gay” unions, Reuters reported.

The ‘Stop Hillary’ campaign is on fire! Join the surging response to this theme: ‘Clinton for prosecution, not president’

Catholic groups that had waged a huge resistance to the bill weren’t happy – but “gay” activists that had assembled outside parliament while voting was taking place cheered the news of its passage and vowed more fights for same-sex rights’ recognition were coming.

“This is just the beginning,” one activist’s banner read, Reuters reported.

“Outlasting the Gay Revolution” spells out eight principles to help Americans with conservative moral values counter attacks on our freedoms of religion, speech and conscience by homosexual activists

And Gabriele Piazzoni, president of the group Arcigay, said: “There is still a long way to go for full equality but this is an excellent starting point.”

The bill, brought up in 2013, finally cleared the Chamber of Deputies this week by a vote of 359 to 193.

http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/italy-approves-civil-unions-for-homosexuals/
US Inaugurates Aegis Missile Defense Outpost in Romania

MILITARY & INTELLIGENCE 16:45 12.05.2016 (updated 16:46 12.05.2016)  Get short URL

Topic: NATO Seeks Expansion to Eastern Europe (238)

A ground-based Aegis battle management system in Romania has been integrated into a planned missile defense network for Europe, Commander of US Naval Forces Europe-Africa Adm. Mark Ferguson said.

WASHINGTON (Sputnik) — The United States and its NATO allies integrated a ground-based Aegis battle management system into a planned missile defense network for Europe, a key step toward deploying interceptors capable of blocking nuclear capable rockets aimed at the continent, Commander of US Naval Forces Europe-Africa Adm. Mark Ferguson told guests at a ceremony in Romania on Thursday.

"We have been working towards this day since President Obama’s commitment in September, 2009 to the European Phased Adaptive Approach," Ferguson said. "From the selection of this site in 2011 and initial groundbreaking in 2013, both of our nations have moved rapidly to make this project a reality."

Construction is expected to begin on Friday on a similar base in Poland, scheduled to be completed in 2018.

On Wednesday, US defense envoy to NATO Robert Bell stressed that the missile shield is not aimed at Russia, but is intended to protect NATO in Europe from Iran's increasing ballistic missile capabilities.

Moscow has repeatedly warned that NATO's increasing presence along its borders is provocative and can result in regional and global destabilization.

http://sputniknews.com/military/20160512/1039505585/aegis-romania-us.html
Strange Sounds – Czech Republic
Strange Sounds – Budapest Hungary
Strange Sounds – Von Helton
UFO-Alien – War of the Worlds – Horn Blast Tripod Sound
Strange Sounds – Jamie Maussan – Strange Sounds Linked to Motherships
Sound Effect – Helicopter
SIGNS IN SUN MOON AND STARS

SEAS ROARING

Rev 18:4-6

4 And I heard another voice from heaven saying, "Come out of her, my people, lest you share in her sins, and lest you receive of her plagues. 5 For her sins have reached to heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities.

NKJV
Rare May snow today in Greater Cleveland; did snow where you live?

Snow covers portions of Beachwood. (Special to cleveland.com)

By Rich Exner, cleveland.com

on May 15, 2016 at 10:58 AM, updated May 15, 2016 at 11:33 AM

CLEVELAND, Ohio - Parts of Greater Cleveland received a spring dose of snow on Sunday.

And yes, it really is May 15 - two weeks short of Memorial Day.

Even for Cleveland, this is highly unusual.

At Hopkins International Airport on the west side, home to the official weather station for Cleveland, snow was spotted in the air for the first time in May since May 25, 2011.

But, as was the case with the 2011 snow, it was termed only a trace - not enough on the ground to measure.

CLEVELAND WEATHER STATISTICS

Database: Cleveland weather for any date since 1871

Annual Cleveland snowfall totals: 1960-2015

Database: Cleveland monthly weather history

Coldest Cleveland days on record: years with most sub-zero days

February 2015 sets record for cold

Winter 2014-15 summary

http://www.cleveland.com/datacentral/index.ssf/2016/05/may_snow_today_in_greater_clev.html

MSN - Planet 9 Just Got Weirder
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sE-gxB2amE

Planet X – Nibiru NASA Insider (short) BOOM
Fireball 10 times brighter than the full moon explodes in big boom over Finland

By Strange Sounds - May 14, 2016

A fireball 10 times brighter than the full moon exploded in the sky of Finland on May 12, 2016.

The disintegrating blue-green ball of fire emitted a powerful and loud boom reported all across southern Finland.

A picture of this bright meteor over Finland by Aki Takovitsainen

The meteor flew from north to south and was 10 times brighter than the full moon, according to first calculations.

The "shockingly gorgeous" falling space rock was reported more than 100 times all over southern Finland.

http://strangesounds.org/2016/05/fireball-10-times-brighter-than-the-full-moon-explosion-boom-finland-may-2016.html
Lightning strikes kill 50 in Bangladesh

14 May 2016

More than 50 people across Bangladesh have died after being struck by lightning in the past two days, police say.

Many of the dead were farmers who were killed as they worked in their paddy fields.

Bangladesh is prone to electrical storms but this year they have been particularly severe.

Experts suggest a general rise in temperatures and deforestation may be factors.

Other victims included two students in the capital, Dhaka, who were struck as they played football, and a teenage boy who died when he went to collect mangoes.
Giant Earth cracks and holes created by M7.8 earthquake swallow 150 hectares of land in San Isidro, Ecuador

By Strange Sounds - May 11, 2016

They call it now the San Isidro fault and it has started opening up suddenly after the M7.8 earthquake that hit Ecuador on April 16, 2016.

This giant Earth crack has already swallowed up about 116 hectares of land, destroyed a farm and is threatening farmers. Officials are preoccupied!
PESTILENCE AND FAMINE
Financial Collapse
Ezek 7:19
'They will throw their silver into the streets, And their gold will be like refuse; Their silver and their gold will not be able to deliver them In the day of the wrath of the Lord; They will not satisfy their souls, Nor fill their stomachs, Because it became their stumbling block of iniquity.

NKJV
Looting and violence have been reported in parts of Venezuela, as the country faces widespread food and power shortages, forcing the government to ration food and electricity.

Several towns and cities, including the second-biggest city Maracaibo, were hit by rioting on Tuesday and Wednesday after daily power cuts started from Monday.

"The situation is critical," said Norvelis Contreras, a 26-year-old housewife, who had been queueing for five hours to buy rice and oil on Thursday at a supermarket in Maracaibo.

"We are suffering and trying to survive," she told AFP news agency.

Residents in the Caracas area of Petare this month said they were eating more starches and skipping meals because they could not find food or afford to buy what was available.

SCENES FROM THE VENEZUELA APOCALYPSE: “COUNTLESS WOUNDED” AFTER 5,000 LOOT SUPERMARKET LOOKING FOR FOOD

As pure desperation has set in, crime has becomes inevitable

Over the last several years we have documented with clockwork regularity Venezuela’s collapse into failed state status, which was censured several weeks ago when news hit that “Venezuela had officially run out of money to print new money.” At that point the best one could do was merely to step back and watch as local society and civilization turned on itself, unleashing what would ultimately turn into Venezuela’s own, sad apocalypse.

Last night we showed what Caracas looks like this week:

As we wrote then these are simply hungry Venezuelans protesting that their children are dying from lack of food and medicine and that they do not have enough water or electricity. As AgainstCronyCapitalism added, this is a country with more oil than Saudi Arabia, and the government has stolen all the money and now they bottleneck peaceful protesters and threaten them with bombs (or haul them to prison and torture them).

As pure desperation has set in, crime has becomes inevitable. A man accused of mugging people in the streets of Caracas was surrounded by a mob of onlookers, beaten and set on fire, who published a pixelated but still graphic video of the man burning as mob justice is now the supreme arbiter of who lives and who dies:

“Roberto Fuentes Bernal, 42, was reportedly caught trying to mug passersby in the Venezuelan capital, and before police arrived at the scene, the crowd took the law into their own hands.” The video can be seen here.

Saudi Arabia takes out $10bn in bank loans

Simeon Kerr and Elaine Moore
Tuesday, 19 Apr 2016 | 2:53 PM ET

FINANCIAL TIMES

Saudi Arabia is raising $10bn from a consortium of global banks as the kingdom embarks on its first international debt issuance in 25 years to counter dwindling oil revenues and reserves.

The landmark five-year loan, a signal of Riyadh’s newfound dependence on foreign capital, opens the way for Saudi to launch its first international bond issue. It comes as the sustained slump in crude encourages other Gulf governments, such as Abu Dhabi, Qatar and Oman, to tap international bond markets.

The oil-rich kingdom, which last weekend blocked a potential deal among oil producers to freeze output and bolster prices, has burnt through $150bn in financial reserves since late 2014 as its fiscal deficit is set to widen to 19 per cent of gross domestic product this year.

Strong interest in the loan, especially from Asian banks, came despite rating agency downgrades on Saudi creditworthiness since the oil price collapsed. The government raised the amount it wanted to borrow from $6bn-$8bn to $10bn after the deal was oversubscribed.

No One Works in 1 in 5 U.S. Families

In 2015, there were 16,060,000 families with no member employed

BY: Ali Meyer  Follow @DJAliMeyer
April 22, 2016 11:55 am

There were one in five families in the United States in 2015, or 19.7 percent, in which no one in the family worked, according to data released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

“Families are classified either as married-couple families or as families maintained by women or men without spouses present,” explains the bureau. “Families include those without children as well as those with children under age 18.”

There were 81,410,000 families in the United States in 2015. Of those, there were 16,060,000 families in which no member was employed, or 19.7 percent of the total.

The number has remained relatively steady since the Bureau of Labor Statistics started tracking this data since 1995.

That year, the percent of families in which no one had a job was 18.8 percent. The percentage hit an all-time high of 20.2 percent in 2011. It held steady at 20 percent in 2012 and 2013. In 2014, it declined to 19.9 percent and in 2015 it declined again to 19.7 percent.

According to the bureau, an individual is counted as employed if they did any work at all in the survey reference week as paid employees, worked in their own business, profession or on their own farm, or worked 15 hours or more as unpaid workers in an enterprise operated by a member of the family.

The 19.7 percent of families in which no one was employed means they could have either been unemployed or not in the labor force (for example, married retirees).

According to the bureau, an individual is unemployed if they did not have a job but actively sought one in the past four weeks. An individual is classified as not in the labor force if they did not have a job and did not actively seek one in the past four weeks.

“According to 2015, about two-thirds (68.2 percent) of families with an unemployed member also had at least one family member who was employed, and 58.8 percent had at least one family member who was employed full time,” the bureau explains.

10.7 percent of families with children under 18 years saw neither parent employed.

http://freebeacon.com/issues/1-5-families-u-s-no-one-works/
Persecution
Islamist Turkey Seizes Last Six Christian Churches in City, Making Them State Property

By LEAH MARIE ANN KLETT (NEWSPAPERS.COM) April 22, 2016 12:07 PM EDT

The 1,700-year-old Virgin Mary Syriac Orthodox Church in Diyarbakir was one of the churches seized. Image Courtesy of Shutterstock.

In an attempt to further restrict religious freedom, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has taken control of the last six Christian churches in the war-torn southeastern region of Turkey and made them state property.

According to the World Watch Monitor, the order to seize the churches was made last month by Erdogan's council of ministers who claimed they intended to rebuild and restore the historical center of Diyarbakir, which has been partially destroyed by 10 months of urban conflict between government forces and militants from the Kurdish Workers' Party (PKK).

The structures seized in the city included Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox churches, one of which is over 1,700 years old. The report notes that now, the churches will be run exclusively by the government - in a country where about 98 percent of the population is Muslim.

Local Christians are infuriated by the seizures and are threatening to take legal action against the decision.

Ahmet Guvener, the pastor of Diyarbakir Protestant Church, said: "The government didn't take over these pieces of property in order to protect them. They did so to acquire them."

WATCHMAN ON THE WALL

BY JENNIFER LECLAIRE

Want to receive Watchman on the Wall by email? Sign up here

2 American Missionaries Found Dead as Number of Christian Martyrs Grows

JENNIFER LECLAIRE

Harold Nichols and Randy Hentzel died exalting the Christ they served. (Courtesy/ TEAM: for Medical Missions)

Jennifer LeClaire is now sharing her reflections and revelations through Walking in the Spirit. Listen at charismapodcastnetwork.com.

You expect to hear about persecution in North Korea or Iran, but it was surprising to discover two American missionaries dead in Jamaica this past weekend.

Harold Nichols and Randy Hentzel died exalting the Christ they served. The duo went out on a trail in the Albion Mountain area Saturday, according to the Jamaica Observer.

“Reports from the St. Mary police are that the two men rented motorcycles in Ocho Rios and went on the trail,” the paper reports. “Residents stumbled on Hentzel’s body after 12:00 p.m., and the police were summoned.”

ISIS TORTURES 11-YEAR-OLD IN FRONT OF HIS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY FATHER, CRUCIFIES THEM FOR NOT CONVERTING TO ISLAM

Posted by soopermexican on Oct 6, 2015 at 4:42 PM in Politics | 81 Comments

By soopermexican

More incredible horrors from the evil Islamist terrorists of ISIS.

From Christian Aid Mission:

“At several steps on their path to death by beheading and crucifixion last month, 11 indigenous Christian workers near Aleppo, Syria had the option to leave the area and live. The 12-year-old son of a ministry team leader also could have spared his life by denying Christ.

The indigenous missionaries were not required to stay at their ministry base in a village near Aleppo, Syria; rather, the ministry director who trained them had entreated them to leave. As the Islamic State (ISIS), other rebel groups and Syrian government forces turned Aleppo into a war zone of carnage and destruction, ISIS took over several outlying villages. The Syrian ministry workers in those villages chose to stay in order to provide aid in the name of Christ to survivors.

“I asked them to leave, but I gave them the freedom to choose,” said the ministry director, his voice tremulous as he recalled their horrific deaths. “As their leader, I should have insisted that they leave.”

They stayed because they believed they were called to share Christ with those caught in the crossfire, he said.

From Christian Aid Mission:

At several steps on their path to death by beheading and crucifixion last month, 11 indigenous Christian workers near Aleppo, Syria had the option to leave the area and live. The 12-year-old son of a ministry team leader also could have spared his life by denying Christ.

The indigenous missionaries were not required to stay at their ministry base in a village near Aleppo, Syria; rather, the ministry director who trained them had entreated them to leave. As the Islamic State (ISIS), other rebel groups and Syrian government forces turned Aleppo into a war zone of carnage and destruction, ISIS took over several outlying villages. The Syrian ministry workers in those villages chose to stay in order to provide aid in the name of Christ to survivors.

“I asked them to leave, but I gave them the freedom to choose,” said the ministry director, his voice tremulous as he recalled their horrific deaths. “As their leader, I should have insisted that they leave.”

They stayed because they believed they were called to share Christ with those caught in the crossfire, he said.

And then they became captives of ISIS. Relatives relate what happened.

The relatives said ISIS militants on Aug. 7 captured the Christian workers in a village whose name is withheld for security reasons. On Aug. 28, the militants asked if they had renounced Islam for Christianity. When the Christians said that they had, the rebels asked if they wanted to return to Islam. The Christians said they would never renounce Christ.

The 41-year-old team leader, his young son and two ministry members in their 20s were questioned at one village site where ISIS militants had summoned a crowd. The
team leader presided over nine house churches he had helped to establish. His son was two months away from his 13th birthday.

In front of the team leader and relatives in the crowd, the Islamic extremists cut off the fingertips of the boy and severely beat him, telling his father they would stop the torture only if he, the father, returned to Islam. When the team leader refused, relatives said, the ISIS militants also tortured and beat him and the two other ministry workers. The three men and the boy then met their deaths in crucifixion.

“All were badly brutalized and then crucified,” the ministry leader said. “They were left on their crosses for two days. No one was allowed to remove them.”

The martyrs died beside signs the ISIS militants had put up identifying them as “infidels.”

Somehow people want us to believe that these evil monsters would have been boy scouts if George W. Bush hadn’t invaded Iraq. And of course, it has absolutely nothing to do with Islam, right?

Unfortunately, other horrors were recounted as well. These perpetrated on Christian women.

Eight other ministry team members, including two women, were taken to another site in the village that day (Aug. 28) and were asked the same questions before a crowd. The women, ages 29 and 33, tried to tell the ISIS militants they were only sharing the peace and love of Christ and asked what they had done wrong to deserve the abuse. The Islamic extremists then publicly raped the women, who continued to pray during the ordeal, leading the ISIS militants to beat them all the more furiously.

As the two women and the six men knelt before they were beheaded, they were all praying.
“Villagers said some were praying in the name of Jesus, others said some were praying the Lord’s prayer, and others said some of them lifted their heads to commend their spirits to Jesus,” the ministry director said. “One of the women looked up and seemed to be almost smiling as she said, ‘Jesus!’”

After they were beheaded, their bodies were hung on crosses, the ministry director said, his voice breaking. He had trained all of the workers for their evangelistic ministry, and he had baptized the team leader and some of the others.

This is what is happening in the Middle East right now.

And instead of doing anything about it, Obama is sitting back and letting Turkey’s Erdogan attack his enemies among the Kurds in Syria, and letting Putin attack the enemies of his pal Assad. We’re not even leading from behind anymore, we’re just ceding ground to Satanic evil every day.

Read more: [http://therightscoop.com/isis-tortures-11-year-old-in-front-of-his-christian-missionary-father-crucifies-them-for-not-converting-to-islam/#ixzz40ChMrUmU](http://therightscoop.com/isis-tortures-11-year-old-in-front-of-his-christian-missionary-father-crucifies-them-for-not-converting-to-islam/#ixzz40ChMrUmU)
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – The Obama administration is issuing a decree today on transgender bathrooms in federally funded schools that demands officials allow transgender students to use whatever facilities they choose.

The directive from Assistant Secretary of Education for Civil Rights Catherine Lhamon, and Vanita Gupta, leader of the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division, cites federal Title IX in arguing that “nondiscrimination on the basis of sex requires schools to provide transgender students equal access to educational programs and activities even in circumstances in which other students, parents, or community members raise objections or concerns,” The Washington Post reports.

The blowback has been immediate, and fierce.

"I got news for President Barack Obama," Texas’ Port Neches-Groves Superintendent Rodney Camp said on 12News. "He ain’t my president and he can’t tell me what to do. The letter is going straight into the paper shredder."

"I have 5 daughters and I have 2,500 girls in my protection. Their moms and dads expect me to protect them. And that is what I am going to do,” he continued. "Now I don’t want them bullied ... but there are accommodations that can be made of this. He is destroying the very fiber of this country. He is not a leader. He is a failure."

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott weighed in on Obama’s directive, as well, posting a link to the announcement with a message to Twitter: "I announced today that Texas is fighting this. Obama can’t rewrite the Civil Rights Act. He’s not a King."
NUKE THREAT ON SOUTHERN BORDER?

Texas game wardens issued radiation detectors

As if the U.S. isn't facing enough threats from its southern borders, Americans can be concerned with yet another: terrorism in the form of nuclear weapons.

The potential for smuggling in nuclear or radioactive weapons of mass destruction has been suggested for a long time, and now the Long Star state is taking the threat more seriously.

Texas game wardens don't just cover land issues such as poaching, wildlife management or even illegal chemical dumping. They're also on the water, monitoring for fishing violations — and now, terrorism.

"One fear is that terrorists could try to smuggle radioactive material into the country by boat," notes Houston Public Media. "The Port of Houston has for years had radiation detectors to scan cargo. So now, besides guns and handcuffs, game wardens will have one more tool."

That tool is a device the size of a cell phone which detects radiological or nuclear emissions. It can be worn on a belt and can help a warden determine if something suspicious is radioactive.

Houston Public Media reports game wardens began training with the radiation detectors in January and completed a mock exercise to find radioactive packages along the coast.

Is prepping the right thing for to do for Christians? Or should we just be trusting in the Lord? Learn about that balance in "Be Thou Prepared" by Carl Gallups – "Equipping the Church for Persecution and Times of Trouble."

Nuclear threats from terrorists have been causing greater concern since the Paris and Brussels attacks. President Obama, among other world leaders, faces the chilling prospect of rogue Islamic State terrorists unleashing a nuclear attack on a major Western city.

http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/nuke-threat-on-southern-border/
White House Warns Of Nuclear Terrorist Attacks: The Four Ways They Could Strike...

Within hours of the Brussels attacks earlier this month we learned that rogue terrorists presumably operating under the banner of the Islamic State had set their sights on a high-value target so significant that it could have left hundreds of thousands of people dead.

According to investigators, the terrorists who carried out the attacks had been actively planning to take over and/or target a nuclear power plant. They went so far as to plant hidden cameras at the power plant director’s home so they could monitor his movements and even killed a security guard in the process.

The plan, which failed to come to fruition, called not just for suicide bombing several dozen civilians, but for turning Western Europe into radioactive wasteland for the next several thousand years.

The threat is most certainly real and senior officials from Europe to the United States are now warning of the potential for a large-scale nuclear attack:

Security officials warn that the ingredients for a nuclear device or a “dirty bomb” are alarmingly insecure.

“We know that terrorist organizations have the desire to get access to these raw materials and to have a nuclear device,” said Ben Rhodes, Obama’s deputy national security adviser.

... The havoc such an attack could wreak in an urban area such as New York or London is concerning enough that leaders scheduled a special session on the threat during the two-day summit. U.S. officials said the leaders would discuss a hypothetical scenario about a chain of events that could lead to nuclear terrorism.

Source: Denver Post

Officials have known for months that chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) weapons of mass destruction have been smuggled undetected into Europe. In December of last year Swiss police identified and arrested two terrorists suspected of transporting toxic chemical gases and explosives, which were believed to be part of a plot for a future attack.

At this point, with lax border security in Europe and the United States, the potential for coordinated and devastating attacks has grown exponentially. Moreover, as we learned with Brussels where the threat to their nuclear facilities was identified well in advance but nothing was done to improve security, the reality is that the bureaucracy inherent within our governments makes it all the more likely that terrorists will eventually carry out a successful attack using CBRN weapons.

Moscow Has 'Right to Feel Threatened' by US Missile Defense in Europe

Russia has every right to be concerned over the recently inaugurated NATO missile defense facility in Romania and the proposed site in Poland, journalist Tony Robinson said.

NATO's military buildup along the Russian borders can be considered a threat, he added.

Earlier this week, a new component of the US missile defense shield in Europe was activated at the Deveselu military base, in Romania. The new $800-million facility includes an Aegis Ashore missile defense system, the land version of the ship-based Aegis system. The site is one of the first major European components of the US global missile shield.

The Russian Foreign Ministry said the system could be used to launch cruise missiles, thus violating the 1987 INF Treaty between Washington and Moscow. The ministry also criticized the West for a very one-sided approach to the issue of missile defense.

According to Robinson, the reason for such an approach is that the US government is "controlled by the military industrial complex" which makes lots of money on defense contracts.

Russian President Vladimir Putin said Friday that the US defense shield in Eastern Europe is not part of defense, but Washington’s nuclear potential in Europe.

"This [US missile shied in Europe] is not a defense system, but a part of US strategic nuclear potential in east Europe."

The Russian president said that the unilateral deployment of US air defense systems in Romania is not taking into account Russia’s concerns.

US air defense systems in Poland may be easily used for short-, mid-range missiles, Vladimir Putin said.

"This is a clear violation of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, because missile launchers, which will be deployed after the commissioning of the radar station in Romania, missile launchers that will be deployed in Poland, can easily be used for mid- and short-range missiles."

"And after the United States' unilateral withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty — which was clearly the first step to attempt changing the strategic balance of forces in the world — this is a second blow to the international security system, the creation of conditions to violate the INF treaty. This creates additional concern," he added.

Earlier on Thursday, the US Aegis Ashore missile defense system was officially inaugurated at a military base in Romania, and the construction of a similar complex will begin in Poland on Friday.

"The deployment of Aegis system in the Mediterranean, a radar in Romania and later a missile defense site in Poland — these are additional steps undermining the global security system and starting a new arms race." Putin said.
Beijing blasts Pentagon report on Chinese military as damaging trust

China condemned the U.S. Defense Department’s annual report on the Chinese military on Sunday, calling it deliberate distortion that has “severely damaged” mutual trust.

In its annual report to Congress on Chinese military activities, the U.S. Defense Department said on Friday that China is expected to add substantial military infrastructure, including communications and surveillance systems, to artificial islands in the South China Sea this year.

China’s Defense Ministry spokesman Yang Yujun expressed “strong dissatisfaction” and “firm opposition” to the Pentagon report and said it has “severely damaged mutual trust”, state news agency Xinhua reported.

The report “hyped up” China’s military threat and lack of transparency, “deliberately distorted” Chinese defense policies and “unfairly” depicted Chinese activities in the East and South China seas, Yang was quoted as saying.

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-usa-idUSKCN0Y602Y
VENUEZUELA ACCUSES US OF PLOTTING COUP AS WASHINGTON WARNS OF ‘IMMINENT COLLAPSE’

The two countries have had a difficult history since the election of former president Hugo Chavez

Andrew Buncombe | The Independent - MAY 14, 2016

The relationship between the US and Venezuela has for many years been nothing less than toxic.

In 2002, then President Hugo Chavez was briefly ousted in a coup by opponents supported by the US. Washington continued to funnel hundreds of thousands of dollars to his critics, while Mr Chavez took to the podium of the UN to accuse George W Bush of being the devil.

Now, President President Nicolas Maduro has extended a state of emergency in the country for another 60 days and accused Washington of plotting against him, as US intelligence has claimed the country is heading for meltdown.

Mr Maduro secured the extension of emergency powers, as unnamed US intelligence officials told reporters in Washington they doubted that the left-wing president would allow a recall referendum this year, despite opposition-led protests demanding a vote to decide whether he stays in office.

Report: Rebels may have used chemical weapons in Aleppo

Amnesty International report says rebels may have used chemical weapons and "hell cannon" rockets.

More than 300 people have been killed in Aleppo in recent weeks [Abd alrhman Ismail/Reuters].

A Syrian rebel group that is laying siege to a Kurdish district in Aleppo may have used chemical weapons, as well as "hell cannon" rockets made from gas canisters, according to a rights group.

Amnesty International said that groups fighting under an alliance known as Jaish al-Fatah have been carrying out indiscriminate attacks on the predominantly Kurdish Sheikh Maqsood district of the city.

The rebels may have used chemical weapons to target civilian homes, markets and mosques, killing and injuring civilians, Amnesty said on Friday.

Among the weapons used by the groups were unguided projectiles, which cannot be accurately aimed, such as mortars, home-made "Hamim" rockets, and the gas-canister rockets, the report said.

"Hell cannon" projectiles are usually made with cooking gas canisters, which are packed with explosives and fitted with a tin before being fired from home-made canons.

"Two of the armed groups conducting attacks on Sheikh Maqsood - Ahrar al-Sham and Army of Islam - have sent representatives to the UN-brokered negotiations on Syria in Geneva, while the others have approved delegates to represent them at the talks," Amnesty said.

"There are around 50,000 civilians living in Sheikh Maqsood, a district controlled by the Kurdish People's Protection Unit (YPG) forces, and the area has come under sustained attack from opposition armed groups who control areas to the north, east and west of the district," the report said.
ATF: GUN PRODUCTION MORE THAN DOUBLED SINCE OBAMA TOOK OFFICE
Nine million firearms were built and sold in 2014
Breitbart | AWR HAWKINS - MARCH 8, 2016  452 Comments

The production of guns has more than doubled since President Barack Obama's inauguration in 2009, amid his frequent demands for more gun-control and fewer guns.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) has released its annual Firearms Manufacturing and Export Report, which shows that nine million firearms were built and sold in 2014, that's up from 4.3 million firearms in 2008.

The March 7 report covers production figures from 2014, and shows that 3,633,454 pistols, 744,047 revolvers, 3,379,549 rifles, 935,411 shotguns, and 358,165 miscellaneous firearms were manufactured that year. That adds up to a total of 9,050,626 firearms.

http://freebeacon.com/issues/march-sees-record-gun-sales/
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He will bring his whole army. He will start the war here.
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Flight to Heaven and the Power of Words with Captain Dale Black

Join Johnny Baptist while he discusses the empirical events across the world leading up to World War III, the trickery and deceit of the New World Order, and the bizarre weirdness of the fallen angelic UFO phenomenon as we plunge head-first into the forthcoming apocalypse and the Seven Seals of Revelation (chapter 6). Join us tonight for the powerful testimony of Captain Dale Black. Captain Black died in a plane crash and was taken to Heaven by the Lord. What he was shown was so unspeakably beautiful that the only way he was to capture the experience in his book, "Flight to Heaven" was by the supernatural inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Captain Black will also share a powerful message about the power of our words while here on the earth; something everyone of us needs to hear as the time approaches. Praise His name!

God Bless You - See you there!

To sign up for radio show Email Notifications click HERE

BE BLESSED IN JESUS NAME
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/tribulation-now/2016/05/16/flight-to-heaven-and-the-power-of-words-with-captain-dale-black
was total darkness. But in the darkness millions of tiny spheres of light zoomed past as I traveled through what looked like deep space, almost as if a jet were flying through a snowstorm at night, its lights reflecting off the flakes as they blurred past. The speed at which I traveled was blinding, and the path narrowed to twice the width of my body. I had no pain, no discomfort whatsoever. No high-altitude ear-popping. No queasy stomach. No headache. And I had no worries, not even the least concern. Only questions. What happened to me? Why is this happening to me? Where am I going? What is going to happen next? What happened next is beyond my ability to describe. I will use the best words I can, yet the best words pale in the presence of what I experienced. I was still traveling at enormous speed, all the while feeling no sensation of movement. No wind in my hair. No g-forces distorting my face. No pressure against my eyes, making them close. At this time, I became aware that I was not traveling alone. Accompanying me were two angelic escorts dressed in seamless white garments woven with silver threads. They had no discernible gender but appeared masculine and larger than I was. Their skin tone was light golden brown and their hair fairly short. I could see their emotions, clearly delighted to be ushering me through this wonderland. They moved just behind me, one to the left of me, one to the right. Remarkably, my peripheral vision was enhanced, and I could see both of their glowing faces at the same time. I could even see behind me while hardly moving my head. I was fast approaching a magnificent city, golden and gleaming among a myriad of resplendent colors. The

light I saw was the purest I had ever seen. And the music was the most majestic, enchanting, and glorious I had ever heard.

I was still approaching the city, but now I was slowing down. Like a plane making its final approach for landing. I knew instantly that this place was entirely and utterly holy. Don’t ask me how I knew, I just knew. I was overwhelmed by its beauty. It was breathtaking. And a strong sense of belonging filled my heart; I never wanted to leave. Somehow I knew I was made for this place and this place was made for me. Never had I felt so “right” anywhere. For the first time in my life, I was completely “whole.”

The entire city was bathed in light, an opaque whiteness in which the light was intense but diffused. In that dazzling light every color imaginable seemed to exist and—what’s the right word?—played. If joy could be given colors, they would be these colors. The colors were pure and innocent; like children playing in a fountain, splashing, chasing each other, gurgling with laughter. Water everywhere sparkled in the sunshine.

The colors seemed to be alive, dancing in the air. I had never seen so many different colors. If the brightest light on earth could shine through the most magnificent chandelier with tens of thousands of flawless crystals, it would appear as dirty glass in comparison to the amazing brightness and colors that entranced me.

It was breathtaking to watch. And I could have spent forever doing just that. The closer I got to the city, the more distinct the illumination became. The magnificent light I was experiencing emanated from about forty or fifty miles within the city wall.

I saw a great phosphorescent display of light that narrowed to a focal point that was brighter than the sun. Oddly, it didn’t make me squint to look at it. And all I wanted to do was to look at it. The light was palpable. It had substance to it, weight and thickness, like nothing I had ever seen before or since.

The light from a hydrogen bomb is the closest I can come to describing it. Just after the bomb is detonated—but before the fireball that forms the mushroom cloud—there is a millisecond of light that flashes as the bomb releases its energy. It was something like that but much larger.

The glow and energy of the light radiated in all directions, upward and outward. It wasn’t something you shielded your eyes from; it wasn’t something you even flinched at. Just the opposite. It was warm and inviting. Almost hypnotic in its ability to draw you in to it.

Somehow I knew that light and life and love were connected and interrelated. It was as if the very heart of God lay open for everyone in heaven to bask in its glory, to warm themselves in its presence, to bathe in its almost liquid properties so they could be restored, renewed, refreshed.

Remarkably, the light didn’t shine on things but through them. Through the grass. Through the trees. Through the wall. And through the people who were gathered there.

There was a huge gathering of angels and people, millions, countless millions. They were gathered in a central area that seemed over ten miles in diameter. The expanse of people was closer to an ocean than a concert hall. Waves of people, moving in the light, swaying to the music, worshiping God. Holiness hovered over them the way I imagine the Spirit of God brooding over the surface of the deep at the beginning of time. During priceless moments of worship you are so enraptured by it that you don’t miss the moment before or long for the moment after.

Somehow the music in heaven calibrated everything, and I felt that nothing was rushed. Nothing waited for you, because you weren’t late for anything. You weren’t early either, having to wait for what was to happen next. Everything happened right when it was supposed to happen, and you were right there to experience it in sync. With everything. Never hurried or stressed.

Time was clearly evident. But it, too, was perfect. The music was in perfect timing. The songs and hymns had a beginning and an ending. Yet in heaven I was certain that time was stable, nothing dying or decaying, nothing hurried and nothing late.

Time seemed relaxed, comfortable, and natural. The limitations and consequences of earthly time did not apply here. Heavenly time and order were intertwined as part of the perfect whole.

I was outside the city, slowly moving toward its wall, suspended a few hundred feet above the ground. I’m not sure how I knew directions there, but I had a strong, almost magnetic sense, that it was northwest. Which meant I was approaching the city from the southeast.

A narrow road led to an entrance in the wall, which led into the city. I moved effortlessly along the road, escorted by my two angelic guides, on what seemed to be a divine schedule. Below me lay the purest, most perfect grass, precisely the right length and not a blade that was bent or even out of place. It was the most vibrant green I had ever seen. If a color can be said to be alive, the green I saw was alive, slightly transparent and emitting light and life from within each blade.
The iridescent grass stretched endlessly over gently rolling hills upon which were sprinkled the most colorful wild flowers, lifting their soft petalled beauty skyward, almost as if they were a chorus of flowers caught up in their own way of praising God. The fragrance that permeated heaven was so gentle and sweet, I almost didn't notice it amid all there was to see and hear. But as I looked at the delicate, perfect flowers and grass, I wanted to smell them. Instantly, I was aware of a gentle aroma. As I focused, I could tell the difference between the grass and the flowers, the trees and even the air. It was all so pure and intoxicating and blended together in a sweet and satisfying scent.

In the distance stood a range of mountains, majestic in appearance, as if they reigned over the entire landscape. These were not mountains you wanted to conquer; these were mountains you wanted to revere.

It seemed that my vision had been extremely enhanced. How otherwise could I see the colors I was seeing or the light that was in everything? It was something like being in a 3-D movie and then putting on the 3-D glasses. Or being outside in the darkest night and putting on night goggles. Suddenly everything has more dimensions, more richness. But that is an understatement. Multiply that by ten thousand and it would be like what I was experiencing. There are no words that capture the scenes that were before me. Utterly breathtaking.

My body was elevated above the ground and moved effortlessly to whatever location my escorts determined. My energy seemed boundless, and even though I had always worked hard to be in excellent condition, I had never come close to feeling as strong and healthy as I felt now. It was as though I could accomplish anything.

The road was only wide enough for two people and followed the contours of the hills. Then it began sloping upward toward the huge wall that encircled the city. I gazed again at the light, which stunned me with its glorious brightness and drew me toward it. I wanted to take everything in, to see it all, absorb it all, and remember it all.

Next I heard the faint sound of water rushing in the distance. I couldn't see the water, but it sounded as if it were rivers cascading over a series of small waterfalls, creating music that was ever-changing.

Music was everywhere. The worship of God was the heart and focus of the music, and everywhere the joy of the music could be felt. The deepest part of my heart resonated with it, made me want to be a part of it forever. I never wanted it to stop. It swelled within me and without me as if I were inviting me into some divine dance.

The music was a seamless blend of vocals and instrumentals, the voices enhancing the instruments, and the instruments enhancing the vocals. Neither diminished the other but rather enriched the other. There was no competition, only cooperation. Perfect harmonic order. I had the feeling—and it was the most satisfying of feelings—that I was made for the music, as if every muscle in my body were a taut string of some finely tuned instrument, created to play the most beautiful music ever composed. I felt part of the music. One with it. Full of joy and wonder and worship. Perhaps this is what love sounds like when put to music. It felt so. And every part of me felt it.

I was in complete harmony with it, and it accompanied me, beguiling me onward throughout my journey. I thought I would burst with exuberance as I found myself included in such sacred and joyous melodies. I wanted to pause and let the music resonate so I could savor the glorious experience. But it never stopped. It just kept on playing.

The music of praise seemed to be alive and it passed through me, permeating every cell. My being seemed to vibrate like a divine tuning fork. I felt all this, every ecstatic moment of it. And I never wanted it to end. The music there, like the light that was there, existed in everything, and everything felt in perfect harmony. There was no note of discord. Not a trace of someone playing his own music. Not a bit of competition anywhere. This was perfect unity. Expressed toward one focus—God.

It was as if all of heaven knew the beat, the tempo, the words, the pitch, the tone, and all participated in their unique way but in a way that all was united into one song. There were not different songs playing together; it was all one song, sung by everyone, simultaneously.

It was beautiful beyond belief. And it was blissful beyond belief. I never felt such overwhelming peace.
CELESTIAL PERFECTION

While in heaven, I somehow realized that knowledge is flawed and did not seem to be of great significance. Truth is what prevails and has supremacy in heaven. When I had questions or needed understanding, it seemed to be imparted automatically and directly into my heart.

Just one of the things I somehow seemed to “understand” was that heavenly order was everywhere and in everything. I understood in my heart that God’s will was perfection and His Word was the source of all creation. As I considered all that I had seen, I understood that the Word of God was and is the foundation for everything. God was the heart of heaven, His love, His will, His order.

Somehow I recognized that Jesus, the Word, was the structure that held it all together. Like the rib cage around the heart, He was the creative power that brought everything that I saw into place and stabilized it.

The multitudes of angels and people were responding to the will of God and acting in perfect order to accomplish His will. Even light—the way it traveled and reflected—was highly complex, yet mathematical and precise. The melodies and rhythms of the music were all in perfect order. Nothing out of sync. No part of heaven was independent of the whole. There was complete unity.

Between the central part of the city and the city walls were groupings of brightly colored picture-perfect homes in small, quaint towns. I’ll call them townships, because I can’t think of a better word for them. I focused on only three townships, but certainly there were more. A lot more, no doubt. The dwellings in these townships were not arranged in a uniform or symmetrical manner but appeared perfectly balanced somehow. Each home was customized and unique from the others yet blended harmoniously. Some were three or four stories, some were even higher. There were no two the same. If music could become homes, it would look like these, beautifully built and perfectly balanced.

The flowers in heaven fascinated me. Again, a delightful and delicate balance between diversity and unity. Each was unique. All were one. And they were beautiful to behold. Each petal and leaf illuminated with that glorious light and added just the right splashes of color to the velvety expanse of green grass.

As I described previously, the grass, the sky, the walls, the houses, everything was more beautiful than I ever dreamed anything could be. Even the colors. They were richer, deeper, more luminescent than any colors I have ever seen in the farthest reaches of earth or in the most fantastic of dreams. They were so vibrant they pulsed with life. Each and every color, no matter how varied, took its color from the glistening whiteness that permeated heaven.

If millions of jewels had been gathered into one place and the brightest sunlight shone through them, it wouldn’t begin to describe the colors I saw. Heaven was filled with a rainbow of hues and provided me with a sensory feast.

My eyes were next drawn to a river that stretched from the gathering area in the middle of the city to the wall. It flowed toward the wall and seemed to end there, at least from my vantage point. The river was perfectly clear with a bluish-white hue. The light didn’t shine on the water but mysteriously shone within it somehow.

The wall to the city was not a single wall but rather a series of walls layered next to each other. The wall was made of three outer layers, three inner layers, and one higher wall in the center. The outer layers of the wall were about forty feet tall. Each layer of the wall was taller as it got closer to the center, like a staircase. At its tallest point the wall was a couple hundred feet. And surprisingly, it was as thick as it was tall. The wall was massive and stretched out to my left and right as far as I could see in both directions.

The outer wall was greenish in color with a hint of blue and a hint of black mingled within it. It was made entirely of translucent stones. Large multicolored stones were built into the base of the wall in layered rows. A powerful light permeated the wall, and you could see all the colors of the rainbow in it. Strangely, whenever I moved, the colors moved ever so slightly as if sensing my movement and making an adjustment.

The two angels that had escorted me there were still with me, moving me along. The three of us in sync, making sure I was where I should be, when I should be there.

I was eye-level with the base of the wall now and no longer hovering above it, but standing in front of an
impressive opening. It was an archway that seemed to be approximately forty feet high and thirty to thirty-five feet wide.

A tall, majestic angelic being stood to the right side of the gate, dressed similarly to my escorts with the exception of the golden belt wrapped around his upper waist. A large emblem was located on the belt where a buckle would normally be. He appeared very strong and masculine. His hair was either white or it was the light radiating from him. But his entire being, and his head, specifically, was illuminated in bright white light. His face seemed to light up with love and joy at seeing me.

The entrance, or gateway, was opalescent in color, as if it had been made of pearls that had been liquefied, and then solidified onto the wall. The entrance was completely composed of this mesmerizing substance that also coated the entire inside of the opening as far as I could see. The ornamentation around the entrance included phenomenal detail. It was the most astounding sight I had ever seen. As I basked in the beauty that adorned the gateway, I noticed large gold letters emblazoned above the opening. They seemed to quiver with life. The single line of letters formed an arch over the entrance. I didn’t recognize the letters but knew the words were as important as any words could be. Other letters were written in honey-colored gemstones on the ground in front of the entrance and included several lines. The entrance through the thick wall was breathtaking. The opening seemed filled with light that was the purest of white, yet it seemed to have countless hues that changed with even my slightest movement. I was filled with excited anticipation of entering that beautiful gate.

I was immersed in music, in light, and in love. Vibrant life permeated everything. All these weren’t just around me, they were inside me. And it was wonderful, more wonderful than anything I had ever experienced. I felt as if I belonged there. I didn’t want to leave. Ever. It was as if this was the place I had been searching all my life to find, and now I’d found it. My search was over!

A smaller group of people in soft-white robes had congregated to my left in the lush grass just off the roadway. It now seemed as if the music was orchestrating the event, moving people to their proper places. They had just arrived and were waiting in the wings, on time and in place, as if they followed a director’s cue.

Who are these people? I wondered. And why are they here?

As suddenly as I had wondered, the answer came. They were here for me. Wherever they had traveled from and however far they had traveled, they had traveled for me. The looks on their faces, their excitement at seeing me, at welcoming me, was overwhelming. I felt so special, so loved. I had never felt such a deep sense of belonging. They radiated profound joy at seeing me. Everyone smiled, their eyes warm and kind; their hearts so filled with unconditional love that it spilled out of them onto me. No one was recognizable as an earthly acquaintance, but all seemed remarkably familiar. I didn’t know these people, but somehow I knew they were my family—my spiritual family, my brothers, my sisters, spanning generations.

Although I didn’t know them, somehow they knew me. They knew Dale Black. They knew my name. And they knew the real me, not the one I tried to project on earth to be accepted by someone I wanted to be friends with or to be validated by some group of peers I wanted to be part of.

They not only knew my name but somehow they knew the story behind my name. I was unaccustomed to such love and acceptance. I began to understand that this love is what God had designed for me from the beginning. These people had come to welcome me; include me, and communicate to me that I was a valuable part of the family of God. I had never felt so loved in my life, yet I had never done anything for these people. This was unconditional love. They were vessels of God’s love. Both individually and collectively.

For some reason I clearly understood that I should not be touched, at least not yet. No one tried to touch me, and I didn’t have a need to be embraced. The love I received from my spiritual family was so fulfilling and satisfying that no human touch could rival it. I felt.

As I gazed into the radiant faces of these precious people, I looked into eyes that were more alive than any on earth. Their smiles were brighter. Their countenances more alive. Each person was a living, vibrant, eternal being, exuding the very life of God.

I didn’t think about whether they were male or female, although there were both. I saw them for who they were. None were skinny, none overweight. None were crippled, none were bent or broken. None were old, none were young. If I had to guess, I would say they appeared to be somewhere around thirty years old. They had no wrinkles, no signs of shifting or sagging, no signs of aging at all. I somehow understood that time was not an enemy here. Although some form of time does seem to exist in heaven, no one aged. No one died. Nothing decayed.

They were soft-white seamless robes. Their skin tones were different but blended together so that no single person stood out. I did not notice racial differences, but I was aware that they had come from many tribes and nations.
None were recognized by the physical or social distinctions that we recognize on earth. All were recognized by their spirit, by the essence of who they were. Everyone and everything was full of pure life and was connected to the light somehow, and everything that was connected led to God.

Part of the joy I was experiencing was not only the presence of everything wonderful but the absence of everything terrible. There was no strife, no competition, no sarcasm, no betrayal, no deception, no lies, no murders, no unfaithfulness, no disloyalty, nothing contrary to the light and life and love.

In short, there was no sin.

And the absence of sin was something you could feel. There was no shame, because there was nothing to be ashamed of. There was no sadness, because there was nothing to be sad about. There was no need to hide, because there was nothing to hide from. It was all out in the open. Clean and pure.

Here was perfection. Complete and utter perfection. The revelation of sin’s absence was astounding and exhilarating. This is where I belonged. I was made to be in heaven. In a perfect place where there is no sin.

I had been in heaven for some time before I recognized sin’s absence. Now I contemplated the one thing that dominated everything on earth... that injected everything on earth, but was missing here. It can be compared to oxygen. I went through life not really thinking about the air I was breathing while I worked, slept, ate, and drove. But take that air away and I would think about nothing else. Similarly, I was so accustomed to sin that I hadn’t even recognized its far-reaching effects in every part of life. But nothing had been tainted in heaven by sin’s destructive touch. This perfection I experienced was largely due to the absence of sin.

The best unity I have ever felt on earth did not compare with the exhilarating oneness that I experienced with my spiritual family in heaven. This love... God’s love, was transforming. To experience something so sacred, so profound as the boundless love of God was the most thrilling part of heaven. It satisfied a longing in the deepest part of me. My spiritual family had shared God’s perfect love with me. How could I ever be the same?

My attention was diverted to the beautiful entrance. I was certain I was going through the gate. Again I turned back toward my precious family and did not want to leave their perfect love. But because of the highly expectant look on their smiling faces, it seemed as if they knew I would be given a gift and what that gift would do for me.

I felt so special, you can’t believe how special. After all, all this was for me. Everyone there was there for me. I had no idea what gift I was to receive, but the anticipation on the faces of the people let me know that it was something extraordinary.

I felt like a kid again, like that fifth-grade kid who loved God. Like that kid who used to look forward to Christmas like you wouldn’t believe, I couldn’t wait to open the gifts that waited for me under the tree. And I couldn’t wait for the gift that waited for me now.

The music continued, such beautiful music, and I became even more excited. It swelled and with it so did my anticipation.

And then, as I was about to travel through the entrance and receive the gift... I was swept away.
The Great Tribulation / Rapture Timeline
Prayer and Exit

END SHOW

CLOSING MUSIC
1 Peter 4:12
12 Beloved, do not think it strange concerning the fiery trial which is to try you, as though some strange thing happened to you; 13 but rejoice to the extent that you partake of Christ’s sufferings, that when His glory is revealed, you may also be glad with exceeding joy. 14 If you are reproached for the name of Christ, blessed are you, for the Spirit of glory and of God rests upon you. On their part He is blasphemed, but on your part He is glorified.

re·vile
rəˈvīl/
verb
1. criticize in an abusive or angrily insulting manner. "he was now reviled by the party that he had helped to lead"

synonyms: criticize, censure, condemn, attack, inveigh against, rail against, castigate, lambaste, denounce; More
1 Cor 5:11
But now I have written to you not to keep company with anyone named a brother, who is sexually immoral, or covetous, or an idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard, or an extortioner — not even to eat with such a person.
NKJV

re·vile  
re'vīl/  
verb  
2. criticize in an abusive or angrily insulting manner.  
"he was now reviled by the party that he had helped to lead"

synonyms: criticize, censure, condemn, attack, inveigh against, rail against, castigate, lambaste, denounce; More

John 16:1-4

16 "These things I have spoken to you, that you should not be made to stumble. 2 They will put you out of the synagogues; yes, the time is coming that whoever kills you will think that he offers God service. 3 And these things they will do to you because they have not known the
Father nor Me. 4 But these things I have told you, that when the time comes, you may remember that I told you of them.

NKJV

Matt 10:34-39

34 "Do not think that I came to bring peace on earth. I did not come to bring peace but a sword. 35 For I have come to 'set a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law'; 36 and 'a man's enemies will be those of his own household.' 37 He who loves father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me. And he who loves son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me. 38 And he who does not take his cross and follow after Me is not worthy of Me. 39 He who finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his life for My sake will find it.

NKJV
Zz – Holy God Have Mercy ‘Trisagion’ (Fernando Ortega)

Zz – Grace and Peace (Fernando Ortega)

Zz – Lord of Eternity (Fernando Ortega)

Zz – Open My Lips (Fernando Ortega)

zz - Our Great God (Fernando Ortega)
zz - **Great is the Lord** (Praise to Our God 5)

zz – **Coming Back to You** (Praise to Our God 5)

[Link to YouTube video](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chG6xRsX7ns)
Zz – Bring Back the Burden (Grace Baptist College)

Zz – He knows My Name (Grace Baptist College)

zz - I Have Come by the Way of the Cross (Grace Baptist College)
Come Jesus Come – Take Me Home
(Eternal Rhythm Flow, new)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2IxKDp49Uo
Zz – He is With Me (Laurell Hubick)
uplifting
zz – You Are My King, Crazy Love (Chris Tomlin Live)

zz – We Fall Down (Chris Tomlin Live)
Decade
Israel Houghton & New Breed

zz – Alpha and Omega (Israel Houghton) passion, praise
zz – Holy, Holy, Holy (Edens Bridge)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9ObZNGETkI&index=8&list=PLnBZ3hGn-Td3KrzDCp7bziisnwcRbVJHT
zz – The Lords My Shepherd (Joanne Hogg)

https://youtu.be/gkuxKUPdGY8
Christ For Me (Edwin Brown)

https://youtu.be/gkuxKUPdGY8

zz – Jesus Draw Me Ever Nearer
(Joanne Hogg)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGRoiuSP4m4

zz - Lamb of God (Eden’s Bride)
zz – How Great Thou Art (Lauren Daigle)
We Speak to Nations (Lakewood Live, Israel Houghton) 9min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ie-UP0N31h8
zz - Holy Holy Holy (Hosana in the Highest, Acts Church)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgCfzWuUPRk
zz - Perfect Wisdom of Our God
(Kristyn Getty)
zz - Let the Veil Down, Let the Praise Go Up (Judy Jacobs)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HmxPICbDIzO
zz – Fernando Yeshua (Brasil Praise)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quKDnpDQvs8
Child Do Not Fear (by Daniel Hasey & WorshipMob)

https://youtu.be/CZ6nmk8q_rl

zz - Child Do Not Fear (Daniel Hasey)
Zz – All Is Well (Joshua Aaron)
Messianic
zz - Guide Me O Thou Great Jehovah (Jeremy Casella)
ZZ – Home Where I Belong (BJ Thomas)
zz – The Way (Jeremy Camp)
zz – Grace and Peace (Fernando Ortega)
We fall down, we cry
We lay our crowns
At the feet, of Jesus

We Fall Down
WorshipVideo
4,415,680

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34yPZiD8OMs

zz - We Fall Down, We Cry Holy Holy
Holy (Chris Tomlin)
Zz - This is the Day (Laura Story)

Zz – BLESSINGS (What if your trials were Gods Mercies in Disguise) – Laura Story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HExuyEodSw
Come To Jesus - Chris Rice (Lyrics)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PANiveIKVX0

zz - COME TO JESUS (Chris Rice)
ZZ – BREATH (Christy Nockels, slow power praise)
Zz – Jesus at the Center of It All – Israel Houghton
zz - Song of Love (Rebecca St. James)
http://youtu.be/5w0mb33ek2U

PLAY – Be Unto Your Name (Robin Mark)
Let's go down to the River to Pray - Gaither Tent Revival

http://youtu.be/jzmjVT0GAXs

PLAY - Let's Go Down River

Pray

PLAY - Shall We Gather at the River (Acapella Sam Robson)
Come Jesus Come

http://youtu.be/K2IxKDp49Uo

PLAY  zz - Come Jesus Come
Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus (Selah)

END OF SHOW